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Willie Jackson named
acting superintendent
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Timis Staff Writer
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LOOSE NUKES
WASHINGTON — The
3,000-plus strategic nuclear
warheads in Ukraine,
Kazakhstan and Belarus could
pose a problem for the historic
START II missile reduction
treaty that President Bush will
sign at a Black Sea summit
this weekend. Page 11

The Murray School Board voted Wednesday to make Assistant
Superintendent Willie Jackson
acting superintendent while W.A.
Franklin recuperates from injuries
sustained in an automobile
accident.
Board member Van Haverstock
said Jackson's 32 years of experience in the Murray school system
qualify him well to fill the
position.
Haverstock noted that Assistant Superintendent Dr. Bob Lewis is also qualified but has been
working in the system only six
months.
Board chairman Sally Alexander said the board has no idea
how long Franklin, who became
superintendent in July, will be
away.

BIG BIG WIN
MIAMI — "I told the kids
after the game that nowadays
in college basketball, to win
on the road, you've got to play
a great game," Scott Edgar
said on his post-game radio
broadcast. "You can't just play
good anymore." Page 8

FORECAST
Cloudy. Low in the lower 20s.
Northwest wind 5 to 15 mph.
New Year's Day: Partly sunny. High in the lower 30s.
Outlook for New Year's
weekend: Dry saturday. A
chance of rain Sunday. Lows
in the 20s. Highs 35 to 40
Saturday and in the 40s
Sunday.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
356.1, -0.3; below 319.0, -0.2
BARKLEY LAKE
356.2, -0.2; below 320.9, -0.3
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
•

•
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AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY SINCE 1879

VOLUME 113 NO. 310

MURRAY KY 42071

Times

•

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday -Friday or 8
am.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

He and his wife Margaret were
injured in a head-on collision on
U.S. 641 near Eddyvillc Dec. 23.
They were on their way to
Marion to spend the holidays
with relatives when another car
apparently crossed the center line
and struck the Franklins' vehicle.
Alexander was allowed to talk
with Franklin Tuesday afternoon
at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.
"When he found out I was at
the hospital, he asked to see me.
He looked good and he is already
thinking about school matters,"
Alexander said.
Franklin even asked her to
move the school board meeting
set for Jan. 14 to the end of the
month so he could be there.
Alexander was also allowed to
see Margaret Franklin, who has
not regained consciousness since
II TURN TO PAGE 2

Bush praises 'A-1'
troops in Somalia
very proud of this
MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) "We are
effort.ian
humanitar
—. President Bush offered New
then headed to a
president
The
Year's thanks today to American
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outside
center
refugee
"A-1
in
troops for working
to
translates
name
whose
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style" far from home as he
to
home
is
It
Bones."
of
"Place
arrived for a firsthand look at the
refugees,
4,000
d
estimate
an
s
suffering wrought by Somalia'
of them ill, others still
years of war, famine and disease. some
of starvation.
dying
"We are very, very proud of
wore a military camoufBush
to
grateful
you and very, very
and hat as he stPpped
shirt
lage
each and every one of you,"
jet onto the hot,
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his
off
Bush said to about 1,000 troops
and relief officials deployed as
part of Operation Restore Hope. • TURN TO PAGE 2

New Year's closings are reported
Various local offices and agencies have reported their hours during the New Year's holiday.
be
The Calloway County courthouse and Murray's City Hall will
U.S.
The
morning.
Monday
re-open
will
offices
and
Friday
closed
Post Offices will not deliver mail on Friday.
Officials of the Murray Police Department, Calloway County
Sheriff's Department and Kentucky State Police will be patrolling
urged to
the area highways heavily over the weekend. Drivers are
and are
—
time
all
at
caution
exercise
and
wear their seathelts
asked to not drive after drinking alcohol.
y
Local fire and rescue personnel will be on call for emergenc
situations.
• • • •
Offices of the Murray Ledger Se Times closed at 11 a.m. today
(Thursday) and will remain closed until Monday at 8 a.m. There
publiwill be no newspaper publication or delivery on Friday, but
2.
Jan.
Saturday.
on
cation and delivery will resume

STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo

Unseasonably warm temperatures Wednesday brought several dirty cars — and clean summer shorts
— Out of hibernation. Ashley Turner and Ken Carmode enjoy the warmer weather and get the car
sparkling clean at a local ar wash as Murray temperatures topped out in the mid-60s.

Toptrar is top state story
By STEVE ROB RAHN
Associated Press Writer

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The
session-ending clap of the speaker's gavel usually evokes an outburst of hoots, whistling and wild
applause in the boisterous Kentucky House.
But the conclusion of the 1992
General Assembly was no time
for celebration.
Speaker Don Blandford's gavel
resounded through a chamber
filled with stunned and silent
legislators. One House member
compared the scene to a morgue.
It occurred just hours after a
team of FBI agents fanned out
through the Capitol, heralding the
start of what Kentucky's Associated Press editors and broadcasters voted the top story of 1992
— the federal probe of state gov-

ernment corruption.
In the months that followed, 10
people — lawmakers, officials
and lobbyists — and one organization were named in federal
indictments. All but two of the
defendants pleaded guilty to
charges ranging from lying during the investigation to conspiracy and bribery.
Blandford himself was
indicted. And although he is
fighting extortion and racketeering charges, the probe brought an
end to Blandford's eight-year
reign as speaker. He will formally leave the House leadership
next week.
The FBI investigation codenamed Boptrot, led by Kentucky's two U.S. attorneys, has
focused primarily on the horse
industry.
But federal grand juries also

have heard testimony relating to
the so-called Humana Bill that
exempted Jefferson County hospitals from certificate-of-need
requirements in 1990. Prosecutors
have all but said more indictments will be returned in the
coming months.
The probe's impact is likely to
be felt for a long time, said Kentucky historian Thomas D. Clark.
"If the legislature passes and
enforces an ethics law, it could
have a long-term (positive)
impact," Clark said. But without
such legislation to curb future
abuses, he said it could lead to
"a complete loss of faith in government and officials."
Many observers expect a special session on legislative ethics
during 1993, and a new House

\,

• TURN TO PAGE 2

The news in '92 was mostly garbage
By DANIEL T. PARKER
Ladgar & Times Managing Editor

Was 1992 a "solid waste"?
While readers may joke that the
news is garbage, the past year of
headlines proved that garbage
was the news for residents of
Murray and Calloway County.
The procedures by which we
deal with trash — our own, and
that of others — proved to be of
vital concern for public officials
and private citizens during 1992.
Readers of the Murray Ledger &
Times spent the first part of the
year reading about the closing of
the Murray-Calloway County
landfill, the middle months on the
construction (and delays) of the
new transfer station at the old
landfill site, and then closed the
year with a controversy over a
proposed transfer station that
would have unloaded bales of
solid waste from northeastern
states at Kentucky Lake, then
hauled it through Calloway
County and Murray to a Graves
County landfill.
Thanks to public awareness
and outcry, the proposed landfill
was successfully thwarted by
action taken in Fiscal Court.

citizens showed that you can former radio station WNBS,
fight city hall, as the proposal to named for Murray inventor
move the city's municipal build- Nathan B. Stubblefield, during
ing to the old city park site the centennial year of Stubble brought a flood of comments, field's successful displa) of a
radio-like process.
both for and against.
A fraternity "prank" turned
up
Sports occasionally showed
on the front page. Murray State's sour for 13 pledges, who wound
up facing assault and criminal
athletic department — especially
mischief charges as well as
the football program — came
under fire during the discussion potential disciplinary action from
over MSU's budget cuts, and the the university.
Animals also made the news,
Racers changed riders in midstream when the school announced as a local merchant fought to
during the season that head foot- keep a non-living horse from the
ball coach Mike Mahoney would advertising graveyard, while a
not return for the 1993 season. real deer damaged two local
Murray State's rodeo team will businesses in its death throes.
Fittingly, weather hijinks
return, however, as local boosters
and team members rallied the closed the year. Less than a week
community's support for a come- after a totally-unexpected threeback after the school had inch snowfall gave the area its
announced it would no longer first "white Christmas" in years,
fund the team. Murray High's local residents were in shirtsAdam Grogan made his own leeves and shorts — and carcomeback as well, as the junior washes — as temperatures
linkster claimed Kentucky's climbed back into the 60-degree
range.
boys' golf championship.
Auto accidents — and survival
The following month-by-month
1992 was also a year for the
of
minds
the
on
was
church
survey recalls the top news stoof them —
unusual news. A local
Murray city officials during the erupted in controversy that ries covered by Murray Ledger &
year, as a mandatory scat belt resulted in the minister and his
Times reporters during 1992:
JANUARY
as
wife facing theft charges. "Radio
ordinance was passed into law
Benton, son of
McCord
Murray
e,
*James
around
to
Meanwhil
swirl
d
1.
daze" continue
of July

The news wasn't all garbage,
however. Politics claimed its
share of headlines, with the
national presidential campaign
often touching close to home and
a local congressman suffering a
stunning defeat.
Academics was also in the
news, as Murray State University
dealt with serious budget cuts in
sometimes-controversial methods.
Public school systems of Calloway County and Murray City
dealt successfully with the new
wave of education mandated by
the Kentucky Education Reform
Act, and the position of school
superintendent for the Murray
City School System also generated a wide range of headlines,
including the resignation of one
superintendent due to health reasons, a wide-ranging search to fill
the position, and then a
Christmas-time auto accident that
threatened the lives of the new
superintendent and his wife.

Larry and Terri Benton of Murray, was the first baby of the year
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, but Heather Nicole Stewart
was perhaps the speediest baby
born. She was delivered on Jan.
10 by grandmother Ruby Stewart
in the back seat of a car as father
David, a member of the Calloway
County Fire & Rescue squad,
sped toward the hospital from
New Concord at speeds of up to
85 MPH while telling wife Tina,
"don't push!"
.Troy Cory, also known as Keith
Stubblefield, also known as Keith
Whitcnack, was arrested Jan. 3 in
Pasadena, Calif. on 20 counts of
theft of services regarding lack of
payment to employees of WNBS,
which went off the air on Dec. 6,
1991. Cory, who claims to be
Nathan B. Stubblefield's grandson, had spent much of 1991
pushing for recognition of Stubblefield as the inventor of radio
and buying WNBS, while also
promoting a plan to purchase
much of downtown Murray and
develop it into a tourist complex
including a large hotel and a
Stubblefield museum.
111 TURN TO PAGE 3

Have a safe and happy New Year's!
ko
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•`Boptrot'...
FROM PAGE 1

Wendell Ford won a fourth sixspeaker will be elected during the ries of 1992, as ranked by 31
General Assembly's organization- newspapers and broadcasters in
the state, were:
al session next week.
2. The crash of the state's
Also during the coming )ear,
trials have been scheduled for executive helicopter near FrankBlandford and Brace Wilkinson, fort in August. when Gov. Brereformer Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's ton Jones and five others narrownephew, who is accused of taking ly escaped death.
$20,000 to influence an arbitrator
3. Jones' health-care reform
in a dispute between two Hender- proposals, their reformulation and
alternative proposals that have
son race tracks.
It remains to be seen whether been developed in advance of an
the probe will diminish the power expected special session during
of the General Assembly, which the coming year
4. The general election, includhas gained authority and independence from the governor since ing passage of the succession and
"bingo" amendments as Sen.
the late 1970s.
The other top 10 Kentucky sto- year term and Democrat Bill

To our friends and customers we extend
our sincerest wishes for a happy holiday
season. Thank you for your patronage
and support during the past year.

Closed Friday For Breakfast
Open 3 p.m. For Dinner

Clinton carried Kentucky in the
presidential race.
5. Blandford's announcement
that he would not seek another
term at the chamber's helm,
which touched off a scramble to
fill leadership positions.
6. Kentucky's status as a key
battleground state in the presidential campaign, prompung an
almost unprecedented number of
campaign stops by members of
the Republican and Democratic
presidential tickets and their
spouses.
7. The Feb. 6 crash of a Kentucky National Guard transport
plane into a motel-restaurant
complex in Evansville, Ind., killing 16 people and injuring 11.

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

r(t':.keL

Ross Insurance
Agency

0

Read the classifieds

9. The sluggish economy and
large-scale layoffs that affected at
least 1,000 workers at Armco
Steel in Ashland, 500 at Louisville's Appliance Park, and hundreds more in the coal industry
and at various plants across the
state.
10. Controversial decisions of
the Kentucky Racing Commission on harness track operations,
particularly racing and simulcasting dates for Riverside Downs in
Henderson.

Local News Roundup
CANDIDATE FILES FOR PVA RACE
Ronnie Jackson of Rt. 4 Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a
candidate for r•-election for the position of Property Valuation Administrator
for Calloway County in the 1993 elections.

111
-.
111%

CANDIDATE FILES FOR CONSTABLE RACE
Danny McCuiston of New Concord has filed the necessary papers to
become a candidate for Calloway County Constable, District 2. in the 1993

753-0489

6th & Main

8. The primary election,
including the dual defeats of U.S.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard in the 1st
District and his wife, Carol Hubbard, in the 5th District.

elections.

•Bush praises...

RED TAG SALE

Four Days Onl
Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday
Open New Year's Eve & New Year's Day 10-6

a
TAKE AN\
EXTRA

FROM PAGE 1

U.S. Embassy compound to hear
greeted him with robust
Bush
sunbaked tarmac following an
18 -hour journey from cheers.
He said the nation was "proud
Washington.
It was the 25th — and probab- of this humanitarian effort" in
ly final — overseas journey of Somalia, and noted it represented
Bush's presidency, and the itiner- a different kind of mission for the
ary underscored the dramatic American military. "You're
changes in the world that have doing it in A-1 style." he said.
made the United States the "Nobody is surprised at that.
world's sole remaining super- Operation Desert Storm showed
power. From Somalia — where our country once again that we
the United States is spearheading have the finest fighting forces in
an international feeding effort. the entire world," he said in a
Bush was flying to Russia to sign rz..ierence to the Persian Gulf
an agreement to slash 104-range War.
He plunged into the crowd
nuclear weapons by two-thirds
and push the Cold War deeper after his brief remarks, bantering,
exchanging a few words and jokinto history.
The troops gathered in the old ing.
Murray Ledger & Times
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FROM PAGE 1
the accident.
"1 talked to her and her eyelids
and lips moved. The doctors
believe she can hear us. Her vital
signs are so good that they plan
to operate on her Thursday afternoon to set her broken bones,"
Alexander said. Franklin underwent surgery
Wednesday afternoon to set his
broken bones.
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•The news in '92...
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Letters to the Eclit(II
Hohman thanks 'Holly Jolly' help
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation
Board, I would like to take this opportunity to recognize the many
organizauons and individuals who helped make "Holly Jolly Christmas in the Park" a huge success.
A special thanks is extended to Loretta Jobs, who chaired the committee and organized many of the acuvities which took place. Our
deepest appreciation to Lou Huie, who coordinated and arranged for
the seven horse-drawn wagons which transported patrons through Lho.
displays. Thanks also to the MSU Rodeo Club which assisted in security and helped with loading and unloading those who viewed the
displays.
The caroling by both the city and county school systems was
arranged by Roger Reichmuth and Pete Lancaster and was deeply
appreciated by all who attended.
To all of the committee members who planned and worked on this
project we appreciate your effort and civic pride that you put forth
Those serving on the committee were Bob Valentine. Steve Zea. Lou
Hale. Pete Lancaster. Pam Shay, Sue McCoart, Don Elias. Ste% e
Andrus. Jan Poolcy, Roger Reichmuth and Loretta Jobs
To the following members of civic clubs and organizations who
took, the time to man the nightly vigil of providing security for the
displays we extend our deepest appreciation — Murray Cisitan Club.
VFW of Murray. Beta Sigma Phi. Leadership Murray Alumni, and the
Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors. Yte also appre,iate the
extra effort Chief Larry Elkins and the Murray Polii:e Department
extended by adding extra security during the Christmas season.
Most of all we would like to thank the merchants and clubs which
sponsored 3 display. . Without their support we would not be able to
otter this type of program for the citizens of Murray and Calloway
County. Please take the time to thank those who sponsored lisplays
and let them know how much you enjoyed this sear's "Chr;.truas in
the Park."
The members of the Parks Board look forward to expanding and
upgrading this program each year and with the community support we
have received in the past look forward to next year's "Ct.ristmas in
the Park."
Gary P. Hohman, Parks & Recreation Dept. Director
P.O. Box 224. Murray

Washinaton Today

Can Bush make IranContra a merefootnote?

WASHINGTON — No pretense now, and no apologies
President Bush is concentrating
on foreign policy, the side of the
job he likes best.
Once a political problem, his
emphasis on foreign affairs
leaves the record on which history will rate him. At the New
Year's summit in Sochi, Russia,
Bush will sign the third major
arms control treaty of his oneterm presidency.
"1 view it as a great ter) for
mankind,- Bush said Wednesday
as he began his 25th tnp abroad
as president. "It's not personal,
but I take great pride in this
accomplishment because I think
it's a very good treaty, and I'm
proud that this team was able to
work it Out.It did get personal. though,
when the Democrats went after
him before the 1992 campaign
even began, saying he Vi preoccupied with foreign concerns and
had no domestic program. Not so,
Bush countered, although he'd
already said he preferred dealing
on foreign policy because his
work in that field didn't get
bogged down and blocked by the
Democratic Congress.
In a campaign dominated by
the slack economy, the perception
that Bush was more concerned
about problems abroad than at

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
home was a burden he never
shook in a year of trying. He was
trying to cope with it when began
the campaign in New Hampshire,
telling voters "Message: I care.''
He was still trying in the fall,
with his repackaged "Agenda for
American Renewal," and his
promise to have the secretary of
state become a domestic policy
LW.

Denied a second term, he's
back at his speciality. Events
have forced the foreign issues to
the agenda as President-elect
Clinton prepares to take over the
White House on Jan. 20; Bush is
handling them with lame-duck
zest, even as he advises his successor on what's being done.
Bush, the 41st president, is the
ninth to be denied a second term
by the voters. The one before,
Jimmy Carter, defeated in 1980,
reflecting on his own loss, said
that initially, defeat is an
embarrassment.
"It puts a stigma on your
administration and it looks like
all the things that you did that

were successful pale into insignificance," he said in a CNN interview earlier this month. "If you
had been a successful president,
you wouldn't have been defeated
for re-election. So that's one
thing you have to weather."
But Carter said a defeated
president also looks for things he
can do to instill a sense of pride
and achievement as he leaves
office.
For Bush, the Somalia relief
mission and the arms reduction
treaty with Russia fit that
description. Somalia is a different
kind of duty for the post-Cold
War armed forces. The treaty to
cut nuclear arsenals by two-thirds
is the most ambitious arms control agreement ever signed.
Bush telephoned Clinton to
discuss the treaty Tuesday night,
before his journey to Somalia to
inspect the starvation -relief
efforts of U.S. troops, and then to
Sochi, on the Black Sea, to sign
the arms pact with Russian President Boris Yeltsin.
It is his second meeting with

Yeltsin; he met four times with
former Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev, a summit sequence
reflecting the drama and pace of
change during Bush's White
House years — the breakup of
the Soviet Union, the dismantling
of the Berlin Wall, the end of the
Cold War. Bush complained as a
candidate that those epochal
events on his watch seemed to be
uncredited, almost forgotten. So,
too, the Persian Gulf War, which
had sent his standing soaring at
mid-term.
A legacy of that conflict
remains in the reinforced U.S.
operation to enforce the United
Nations no-fly zone over southern Iraq, after an American jet
shot down an Iraqi plane that violated the restriction.
The administration also is stiffening policy against Serbian
expansion of the ethnic warfare
in what was Yugoslavia. "We've
expressed our concern in a lot of
different ways," Bush said Wednesday. "I don't want to go into
more detail."
Those problems, and the conclusion of the Somalia operation,
will remain for Clinton. So will
ratification and implementation
of the arms reduction treaty, and
the conclusion of the deal that
preceded it, a treaty also involving three other former Soviet
republics with nuclear weapons.
Ukraine is balking at ratification.

State Editorial Roundup
Lexington Herald-Leader:
For years. state Rep. Joe Clarke has been one of the most respected
-members of the General Assembly. Now, the Danville Democrat's
"Mr Clean" reputation has helped make him the leading candidate
for House speaker.
A federal investigation of legislative corruption already has produed guilty pleas by several former lawmakers and lobbyists.... The
legislature in general, and the House in particular, is looking for an
image transplant; and Joe Clarke is the anticipated donor.
That makes it all the more disappointing to hear Clarke parroting
political hacks in arguing against a key element of the proposed ethics
reform legislation.
Speaking of financial disclosure for public officials, Clarke said, "I
think you can go too far in terms of what you call reform and exclude

9 9

a lot of good people from public life.
This "good people" argument is so stale, it's moldy. It is dragged
out every time anyone dares suggest that public officials conduct
themselves in a manner that pays even remote homage to words like
honor, dignity and integrity. ...
"Good people" — those who seek to serve the public instead of
themselves — have nothing to fear from full financial disclosure
because they have nothing to hide. They don't care whether the public
knows where they derive their income because they aren't going to
use their position to further their own or their cronies' private
interests.
Joe Clarke has been around Frankfon long enough to know- this.
And that makes his use of this absurd argument all the more puzzling
— and all the more disappointing.

Sand gullies of the soul

By GEORGE GEDDA
Associatiod Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON -- President Bush, who has been under the IranContra microscope lately. should find New Year's a bit more congenial than Christmas was. He gets to sign an arms control treaty with
Bons Yeltsin and visit U.S. troops in Somalia.
With those two visits, the outgoing president should be able to
change the subject from the furor over his Iran-Contra pardons as well
as the efforts of independent counsel Lawrence Walsh to investigate
Bush's own behavior in that episode.
Bush, of course, hopes his weekend visits to Somalia and an
expected summit with Yeltsin will ensure that he will be remembered
for his foreign policy achievements and not for the "misconduct" that
Walsh 'says he engaged in during the Iran-Contra arms-for-hostages
affair.
The imagery certainly will be different during New Year's compared with Christmas. The Yuletide media pictures of Walsh and the
Iran-Contra defendants who were pardoned will be replaced by Bush
reveling first in the company of U.S. troops in Somalia and later with
his friend Yeltsin.
Bush wants to be remembered as the president who helped save
countless starving Somalis and who helped make the world safer than
it has been since Washington and Moscow first started pointing
nuclear missiles at each other two generations ago.
Since his election defeat. Bush has turned increasingly to what the
late columnist Joseph Kraft once called "the lush melon" of foreign
policy, the arena in which Bush, like many predecessors, has felt most
comfortable.
Bush would agree with presidential scholar James Reichley of the
Brookings Institution that the Iran-Contra pardons announced on
Christmas eve will be "a very minor footnote" in a legacy dominated
by the West's final triumph of the Cold War.
That, however, presupposes that there are no new startling
revelations.
Early on, arms control did not seem high on Bush's agenda. He
wanted to focus on the environment and education and his approach to
disarmament was dubbed "status quo plus" by arms control buffs.
Some believe he now can lay claim to being the disarmament president, having negotiated agreements that will reduce nuclear weapons
stocks to where they were in the 1960s when the nuclear age was
roughly in its adolescence.
The agreement Bush and Yeltsin will finalize is expected to
strengthen the hand of the incoming Clinton administration as it seeks
to discourage other countries from joining the nuclear club.
For Bush, it is the third major arms control agreement in little more
than two years, and it will be for historians to decide whether the credit belongs to him or just plain luck resulting inevitably from the collapse of European communism.
says Lee Feinstein of the Arms
"I don't agree that he fell into
Control Association. "He's not a visionary thinker, but it takes a certain skill to recognize opportunities before you."
White giving Bush high marks for his dealings with the Russians,
Feinstein is less charitable in other areas, pointing out that the administration has approved arms deals worth S32.3 billion to the Middle
East alone in recent years.
Among the most indefensible sales, Feinstein says. was the Saudi
Arabian purchase this past year of 72 F-15 Jet fighters, a deal he Wr
removes incentives for other countries' suppliers to demonstrate
re.stra int.

A friend in my age bracket and
I recently expounded the virtues
of soil erosion to some age thirtysomething youngsters who have
grown up in the South without
ever seeing a sand gully.
We recalled how we spent
Saturday afternoons, after the
mandatory 10-cent cowboy
movies, playing cowboys-andIndians or G.I.s and Japs, up and
down the ravines. We replayed
the days when our scout troops or
neighborhood gangs organized
Capture the Flag teams which
crept around the labyrinth washes
towards enemy flags mounted on
residual ridges. We remembered,
too, the wire fences stretched like
tennis nets across eroded chasms
so deep a John Deere tractor
could drive under a fence without
the driver having to bend his sunburned neck. We spoke of flash
floods racing down these dry
desert valleys during a fall rain.
My friend was reminded of the
envy his gang had for one of their
number who owned a "toot-dedoot." a trumpet for cavalry
charges up the gullies made from
the empty toilet paper roll from
the local service station restroom.
(The rules of that day forbade
anyone from taking the roll
before it was empty. We had
rules just as honorable and rigid
for all the games we invented,
such as Keep Away, sort of
broken-field football running
played in a gully's broken field.
Protocol making, consensus
reaching, and rules-following
were natural art forms in those
days.)
Reminiscing led us into pondering a philosophical question
deeper than the long-gone gullies
of our youth. Neither of us would
ever have thought the day would
come when we would miss soil
erosion.
We were reared in an age when
gullies were symbols of southern
sin. The scars on the soil were
linked to the scars on the southern soul. (The South then was a

single organism to us, possessing
a single soul. We had not yet
learned to discriminate between
races, between classes, between
sexes, or between town and farm
homes.)
The South's scars, we were
assured, were temporary, something to be proudly endured but
patiently erased. They somehow
were tied to the Lost Cause. The
South had sand gullies because it
had lost The War (not the one
America was in at the time, in the
early 1940s. but The War).
But the set-back to the region
From having lost The War, we
were assured, was only temporary
(maybe as much as a hundred
years, but we had ancestors older
than that, some of them still living). A New South was on its
way. Southern soil erosion and
the soul erosion would disappear
together. So we volunteered for
4-H and FFA and FHA clubs and
planted pines in the gullies.
Sure enough, the gullies disappeared (except where they are
camouflaged with kudzu, which
doesn't fool any of us). A New
South did appear. Shoe sales
escalated, grits sales went down.

asphalt covered the roads, brick
or aluminum siding covered the
dog-trot houses, graduation rates
skyrocketed in new consolidated
high schools, factories took in the
farmers, people paid taxes, Dairy
Queen cones became more commonplace than sorghum molasses
and biscuits, car washes sprang
up, and golden arches at the city
limits made southern towns look
like the unpunished towns of the
rest of the nation.
Why, then, are my friend and I
uneasy and nostalgic? What did
we lose in outlasting the Lost
Cause? Why our lament for the
erosion of yesteryear?
It's not a bad question to consider on New Year's Eve as we
assess the last 366 days (is it that
one extra day in Leap Year that
makes election years seem so
interminable?) and make resolutions for the next 365.
Probably the answer has something to do with the difference
between living by the rules we
made up for ourselves and living
by new rules that seem to come
invisibly from somewhere else as
a price for progress. We can't
decide if the difference is in

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address'aad telephone number included in case verification is
necessary(deplane aambers will not be published). Letters should be
of
urray
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and -..ld be on topics
words. The
general interest. Letten snug not be more than
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledga
& Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

ourselves, that age somehow has
made us feel more controlled
than in control, or in the region's
progress, which seems so dizzying that we have no time or
means left for inventing protocols
and rules for new conditions.
Ashley Wilkes never got over
the death of his civilization; Scarlett O'Hara and Rhctt Butler did,
and quickly. Scarlett and Rhea
learned the new rules rapidly, and
even added some of their own to
them. But they seemed somehow
to be unattractive people. Ashley
lived with ghosts, and Scarlett
and Rhett with graspers. Ashley
held on to his gullies while Scarlett and Rhett filled them, planted
them, and turned them into profits. Maybe the most honest character in "Gone with the Wind"
was Prissy, who at least had the
candor to admit she didn't "know
nuthin"bout birthin' a baby."
Now comes another New Year
for the New South. The pursuit of
progress goes on. An old civilization is gone; a new one still is not
yet fully birthed.
Perhaps what the ironic memories of by-gone gullies are telling
us is to pause a moment on this
New Year's Eve, just to consider
what plans and protocols we
ought to want that would make
this region better than its nonsouthern models.
Perhaps we erred somewhere
back in our past in linking soil
erosion and soul erosion, and
have tended to the one in too
blind a faith that the other would
take care of itself if we did. Perhaps by charting the days ahead
we can together make up our own
new rules for broken-field running and capturing the flag. Perhaps we can turn empty toilet
rolls into New Year's too -dc
doors trumpeting quality in our
lives.
We may not know nothing
about birthing, but we can make
something up.
It's worth a try. After all,
tomorrow is another year.
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bers of the grand jury had connections with Eastwood Baptist.
Maya11 later files suit against
Eastwood's trustees, claiming
they have seized control of the
church without authorization.
'Murray State's Board of
Regents reorganize the central
administration on Sept. 12, putting athletics and internal auditor
directly under Dr. Kurth's control
and combining budget and
accounting offices to create a
financial center that will report to
Kurth through Don Kassing, vice
president for university relations
and development.
'Two Murray industries noted as
Ryan Milk Company is honored
as industry of the year during
Purchase Area Development District's 12th annual. Industry
Appreciation Dinner on Sept. 3,
and Briggs and Stratton produces
its 10J/00,000th motor on Sept.
29.
'Members of National Guard
614th unit participate in drill at
Kentucky State Penitentiary at
Eddyvillc (9/12); Fiscal Court
files protest after Kentucky
Department of Corrections notifies them that county jail can
hold prisoners only for 12 hours
(9/1 5); local schools somewhat
disappointed over release of first
scores from Kentucky Instructional Results Information System (9/1 7); Murray High
School's class of 1942 unveils
memorial to Murray Schools' war
dead at Murray Middle School
(9/19); Hillary Clinton visits
Paducah (9/22); City council
looks into renovating municipal
building instead of building a
new one in old park (9/24); Film
crew from '911' show arrives to
film segment dealing with April

AUGUST
"After Hurricane Andrew causes
widespread devastation in Florida
in late August, many local people
and organizations began going to
the disaster site for clean-up help.
or organizing drives to obtain
food and supplies for the storm's
victims.
*Court actions saw former Murray fireman Jack M. Canady convicted (later sentenced to 10
years) on Aug. 27 of auempted
murder by a Trigg County Circuit
Court jury in a case from Oct. 14,
1990, in which Canady threw
then-wife Mary Jane Owsley into
Lake Barkley from their boat and
left her to drown (Owsley managed to swim to shore); and Lynn
and Mary MayaII were indicted
in Calloway Circuit Court on
theft charges and complicity to
theft by unlawful taking of over
$300 in the Eastwood Baptist
Church case.
*Al Gore Jr. highlights the Fancy
Farm Political Picnic (8/1); Citizens express oppostion to moving
city hall to old city park (8/12);
Murray schools drop tuition
requirement for out-of-district
students (8/13); Murray-Calloway
Co. Hospital board approves sickchild program where employees
can bring their sick children to
work with them (8/20); John Paul
named chairman of local United
Way campaign, with goal of
S245,000 (8/21); Third annual
"Hot Blues & Barbecue" festival
Kenlake draws thousands to concert headlined by blues legend
Gatcmouth Brown and Nashville
band The Unknown Blues Band
(8/30); Billy John McLaren, a
clerk at Pockets Shell, and Charles Michael Morris are arrested 14 accident (9/29).
for involvement in a robbery at
OCTOBER
that store — McLarcn allegedly 'Campaigning hits a high note
tells police he was robbed at gun- during the month, with Al Gore
point, but police examine store's Sr. visiting Gilbertsville, and Tipvideotape and allegedly find dis- per Gore touring Paducah; U.S.
crepancies in his story (8/30).
Senate candidates David Williams and Wendell Ford visiting
SEPTEMBER
'Lynn Maya!l pleads innocent to Murray, and candidates for House
theft charges and asks Judge of Representatives Tom Barlow,
David Buckingham to throw out Steve Hamrick and Marvin Seat
the indictment since two mem- holding one of their 31 debates at

Murray State University. President George Bush campaigns at
Paducah Community College on
Oct. 27.
sin address to MSU's Faculty
Senate, Dr. Kurth mentions the
possibility of another budget
shortfall in 1993, and MSU students join other state students in
Frankfort in rally for funding of
higher education.
'Transfer station finally opened
to begin accepting trash (10/5);
Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital
Board approves purchase of computerized tomography scan
machine (10/15); Adam Grogan
comes from behind on final
round to win state individual golf
title for Murray High (10/16);
Parks Board implements fee for
special events — $250 for event
such as a circus, but smaller fees
for smaller events can be negotiated (10/19); political signs
spark discussion at Planning
Commission meeting after Democrats rent room at Weaks Community Center and erect campaign signs in violation of local
sign ordinance — signs taken
down (10/20); Mary Maya11
pleads not guilty to theft charges
(10/23); Mike Mahoney ousted as
coach of MSU football Racers —
MSU says he resigns, Mahoney
says he didn't (10/27); Airport
Board discusses computerized
weather reporting system and
runway improvements at KyleOakley Field, as well as removal
of underground fuel storage tanks
(10/27); Judge David Buckingham upholds theft indictments
against Lynn and Mary Maya11
(10/30); Murray-Calloway Co.
Hospital pharmacist Paul Darold
Keller arrested on charges of
theft and possession of nonnarcotic drugs from hospital
pharmacy.
NOVEMBER
'After Democratic presidential
candidate Bill Clinton visits
Paducah on Nov. 2, 72 percent of
the county's voters turn out. for
the Nov. 3 election, and go with
the winners. Calloway voters support Clinton over George Bush
Perot
Ross
and
(6,181-4,654-1,853); Tom Barlow

4 1(tdcr
IFt_PP1
It's time to look back with pleasure and say
"Thanks", and time to look forward with joy
and say "Best Wishes" in the new year.
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for U.S. Representative over
Steve Hamrick and Marvin Seat
(6,175-5,608-48); and incumbent
See us for all your wedding & holiday wear!
Sen. Wendell Ford over David
Williams (7,452-4,058).
stock now)
•A fraternity "prank" turns sour
Er.rk
on Nov. 22 when 13 pledges of
111
01(Yrnin i:
Pi Kappa Alpha allegedly cut
b
Murray
14
phone lines and enter Quentin
753-1300
Clark's trailer at Riviera Courts
to "kidnap" him, resulting in a
scuffle in which Clark's fivemonth pregnant wife Tami is
reportedly struck several times in
the stomach and thrown to the
ground.
•A deer is struck by a uuck on
FISH- SEAFOOD - BAR-B-0- SANDWICH BREAKFAST
Main Street near Murray State on
•ti
0
Nov. 6. Dazed and bleeding,
smashes two plate glass windows
cC
Hwy. 121 North • 759-1884
at Corvette Lanes and then enters
Friday & Saturday
the automatic door at Owens
co
All You Can Eat
Food Mart, where it wanders
8 oz. New York
Pond Raised
down an aisle before collapsing.
Strip
Catfish Steaks
Deer dies despite efforts to save
it by animal control officer.
'Hungarian farm officials visit
Saturday & Sunday
Murray State and Calloway
Tues. & Wed.
Country Ham
County farms (11/4); Sammy Joe
Shrimp Special
Parker applies to FCC to purchBreakfast
ase WNBS's license (11/10); Cal.
U
court,
loway County's fiscal
ISVA)11/3118 • H3IMONVS • 011-1:1V6 • 1300.dV3S • HSIT
library and health department
ordered to repay nearly $20,000
in taxes levied against local car
dealers (11/10); Murray superintendent W.A. Franklin says
schools may lose $30,000 due to
state budget shortfalls (11/12);
Calloway....school board gives
reprieve to high school ROTC
program (11/12); city council
Dec. 29 - Jan. 2
adds 1 percent to transient tax,
which should generate an extra
Vanity Top/Cabinet Combos
Single Door 18 x 16*
$15,000 which will go toward
MSU's special events center
White on White Top
(11/12); accountant Mike Keller
White Woodgrain Base
sentenced to five years on five
#43638
counts of embezzling funds from
White on White Top
local businesses (11/13); MSU
Light Oak Base
regents present administration
#42314
with set of directives calling for 5
percent decrease in adminstrative
costs within next three years to
$6995
permit additional funding for
instruction (11/14); Lynn and
Mary Mayall's house sustains
raUglAY
major damage in fire believed to
SUPPLY COMPANY
have originated near wood stove

Formal gowns & tuxedos.

We ate proud to use,_,(A
ton&recycled newsprint.40'

HOMEPLACE FAMILY RESTAURANT

0
8

$4.25

$4.25

$3.15

$3.75

AVALU

inc.

208 E. Main

753-3361

In TURN TO PAGE 10

Never Before Offered...
$500 Rebate
Plus... $1000
cseiomiz:

On Any New 1993
Ford Taurus
Commercial Fleet
Incentive

1993 Ford
Taurus

• t'l.

Happy Holidays from the "Home Team"
Ellen Jones, Warren Shropshire, Theresa
Knight, Amos McCarty, Earleene Woods, Joan
Vaughan, Frankie McNutt, Phyllis Huggins,
Mary Jane Roberson, Bill Kopperud,
Linda Statton, Kathy Kopperud,-40
Janet Housden, Donna Cathey.

There's never been a better time to buy a new 1993 Ford Taurus. Get a
$500 Rebate plus an additional $1000 Commercial Fleet Incentive ifyou
own or operate a business. Business associates or family members may
also earn an extra $800 Commercial Fleet Incentive on any new Ford
Taurus.
1993 Ford Taurus Wagon

k

*CE410'FCDIIfl
711 Main Street

Give us a call or stop by for
complete details. Hurry on in...offer ends January 5, 1993.

Chairman's Award Winner for Customer Satisfaction
Six Consecutive Years.
Since 1928

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St. Murray

(502)753-5273

-
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR
Thursday, Dec. 31
:.-ray Ledger & Times will
in early deadline for New
Eve.
Center/open 9 a.m.-4
tor senior citizens'
-s
Friendship of Paris.
.enn.17:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
'
• .!ing,. Paris. lnfo/Kennith
751-3s80.
.
and Al-Anon closed
'8 p rti 'Senior Citizens
• Benton.

t s

life Christian Center Neu.
sere ke 10 pm
Friday. Jan. 1
4, Ledger & limes bull
rot publish a newspaper today.
;ie. „trice %ill be closed.
srea Post Offices will be closed
rot New Year's Day.
ii•

('enter-closed today for
;livens' activiues.
Center closed today for
activitieS.
Al-Anon open meeting,/8
Legion Building,
, Sixth and Maple Streets.

• nd

n Street Youth tenter/205
ri'.1 Fourth St /open 6-11 p.m
-7 S;-TEEN

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIAUST
.iny• and Aiuminum Siding
•acomen! Windows-Patio Doors
1:arports-Patic Enclosures
"Wolyenrwo
ertain'eed
•Aicoa
•Reynoids
•Mastx
(ear Law War,erty Insured
Brod Haugb Ownef
Box '064 Murray KY 420''

(502)753-0250

Friday, is.. 1
Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.
Alford Lodge No. 445 Order of
Eastern Surr7:30 p.m./lodge hall
at Aurora.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/6:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce to go to Lynn Johnston's home at Calvert City for a
movie marathon. Info/Pamela,
753-7638 or Jeanne. 753-0224
Saturday. Jan. 2
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons/7: 30
p m /lodge hall.
AA and Al-Anon/open meeting/8
p m./Amencan Legion building.
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Infor753-8136 or 4354114
Murray %loose Lodge Dance/8
p m -12 midnight
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 5 to 11
p.m. Info/753-TEEN
Sunday, Jan. 3
AA and Al-Anon closed
and 4
meetings/9 a m
p.m.,American Legion Building,
and
Sixth
South
Maple/Info/7 53-k 116 or
4354314.
Narcotics Anonsmous/7:30
p.m/St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.
First Amendment meeting/3
p.m !Calloway County Public
Library. Info/753-9892 or
-7c1-8618.

Mid-Continent
releases dates
Mid -Continent Baptist Bible
College of Mayfield will begin as
43rd spring semester with
registration on Wednesday. Jan.
6. and Thursday. Jan. 7, from 9
a.m. to 4- 30 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Bargain Matinees
Everyday!!
December 21-Janliar 3
• Rent your movies • at the mos ,s!
• 10001 Che‘tritst :a 751311

We are pleased to
announce that Stacy L.
Paschall, bride-elect of
Brian T. Mills, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through Our bridal
registry.
Stacy and Brian
will be married January 16, 1993.

WAL-11ART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Open II:am to I0:pm
•

Will Be Open New Year's Day
5:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Phone
759-1736

West
Main St.

1 409

fag <:EiVAdi.'.001•41440:

50' OFF CHRISTMAS ITEMS
Including Such Items As:
•Christmas Pottery •Deeorated Wreaths *Angels
.1 , i,per-Tilint
andk• •Ornarnent• •CollectIble Santa

HOLLAND DRUGS
Downtown-Court Square

753-1482

Knight-Woods wedding
vows are said on Dec. 19
Kathy Knight and C.T. Woods Jr ot Port St. Lucie, Fla., were married on Saturday, Dec. 19.
The vows were said in a ceremony at 3 p.m. at Fort Pierce, Fla.
The bride is the daughter of Tom and Jo Knight of 2611 Sunrise
Dr., Owensboro.
The groom is the son of Chuck and Wilma Woods Sr., of Spnngville, Tenn., and .Helen Woods ol Chattanooga, Tenn.
Amy Knight, sister of the bride, was maid ot honor.
Rodney Shawn Lawrence of (.'arrolton, Ga., was best man.
The bndc is a graduate of Murray State University with a degree in
accounting. She is accounting supervisor for the law firm of Gunster,
Yoakley and Steward of West Palm Beach, Fa.
The groom is a Boatswain's Mate Third Class with the United
States Coast Guard at Fort Pierce, Fla
The new Mr. and Mrs. Woods are now residing at Port St. Lucie,
Fla

Murrayan's name will
appear in 1993 edition
Julia Lynn Maddox is one of
seven Murray State University
seniors from Murray who are
among 41 MSU students named
to the 1993 edition of Who's
Who Among Siwkrus in American Universities and Colleges.
Maddox is the daughter of
Dick Maddox of Murray, formerof Madisonville.
She is a speech communication
and Spanish double major at
Murray State. After graduating,
she plans to pursue a creer in
which she could further develop
intercultural skills in training and
development.
She is a member of Gamma
Beta Phi and Alpha Mu Gamma
honor societies. Sock and Buskin
theater group, International Student Organization and Newman
Council.
Also, she is president of Foreign Language Club and Sigma
Kappa Theta Speech and Theater
Association, and past vice president of the Foreign Language
Club.
She was named the outstanding
student in the unisersity residence hall for the 1991-92
academic year.
Maddox has participated in
such theatrical presentations as
"Annie Get Your Gun." "The

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
On this New Year's Eve 1992, it is a special time of remembering
the many wonderful things that have happened to us during the past
year, but also the many sad things.
Of special note is the deaths of several people that have had a great
impact on my life. 'These include my friend, Jean Norsworthy; my
Sunday School class member, Manlynn Mason Forest; my former pastor, Dr. H.C. Chiles; my high school librarian, Maymc Whitnell; my
journalism professor at Murray State College, Dr. L.). Hortin; two
special friends from Murray Woman's Club, Dorothy McKenzie and
Ruth Kennedy; and many others that have had great impact in my
every day life.
In closing out 1992 and looking forward to 1993, I have kept this
editorial from the issue of Aug. 2, 1991, from The Hopewell News,
Hopewell, Va., an exchange newspaper we receive each day, which I
would like to share with you. It was titled "Make today the turning
point to peace of mind" and is as follows:
"Bits of paper drift across a news desk.
Most are unimportant — get milk, call so and so and the like.
Then there are those (sometimes on paper so wrinkled the words are
hard to read). These often lead to stories of great interest.
There there are those neat and orderly that really stop you.
One was about Today from The Wall Street Journal.
Suggestions included being friendly; looking for the good things in
situation and people; doing your work without special expectations:
not questioning your ability;
Be thankful for a free work and living environment; be glad you are
you just as you are; look for helping out angles; when the day's work
is done, leave it feeling satisfied, but leave it there until the next
morning.
Happiness starts with us. If we are happy, the world around us
seems happier. As a starting point for anything, think about today and
the suggestions.
As the saying goes, today is the first day in the rest of your life.
Enjoy it with peace of mind."
Happy New Year to everyone. Thanks for your cooperation
throughout the year.

Bethany plans service tonight
Bethany Baptist Churchy, located at New Concord, will have a special
'Watch Night' New Year's Eva service starting at 8 p.m tonight (Thursday).
Speakers will be the Rev. Roy Markus Jr , the Rev Harry Elkins and the
Julia Lynn Maddox
Rev. Rudolph Whitlow Refreshments will be served The public is invited to
Sleeping Beauty" and "Ah, attend, according to the Rev. David Cunningham, pastor.
Wilderness!"
New Life Church service tonight
She spent the 1990-91 academic year as an exchange student at
New Life Christian Worship Center will have a special New Year's Eve
the University of Puerto Rico at service beginning at 10 p.m. tonight (Thursday) at the center, located on the
Humacao CUH Station and has north side of the courtsquare in downtown Murray. This will include music,
received a 1993-94 Rotary drama, prayer and fellowship, according to the ministers, the Rev. Mark
Ambassadorial Fellowship to Welch and the Rev. Karen Welch, who invite the public to attend.
Spain. Additionally, she has been
Woman's Club Board will meet
awarded the Buron (Boots) and
Modest Clark Jeffrey
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday, Jan.
Scholarship.
4, at noon at the Calloway County Public Library. Gerry Reed, president,
With a 3.51 grade-point aver- urges all board members to attend. Even though the library will be closed to
age, she is a MSU Dean's List the public, the board will still have its meeting there. Reed said.
student.

Operation Overnight planned

Lake-Land Church now
celebrating anniversary

Operation Overnight will start at 10 p.m. tonight (New Year's Eva) at Murray Middle School for youth, ages 12 to 17 or in grades 7 through 12. Following registration, teens and their sponsors will participate in games and
other group activities. A pizza buffet will be at Pagliai's at midnight. This
event is being sponsored by Main Street Youth Center and several local
churches. Assisting the Main Street Board will be Dawn and Roger Choate,
Debbie Ferguson, R.P. Hodge, Sherrie Holbrook, Ron Hubbard, George
Ligon, John Page and Carla Taylor. Tickets are $5 per person and can be
purchased from any of the Operation Overnight Committee, at Main Street
Youth Center, or call Linda LOOK, 436-2657.

Lake-Land Apostolic Church, - Class on Sunday, Jan. 3, the Rev.
Cain will be starting a new series
Inc. is celebrating its ninth
of lessons entitled "The Revelaanniversary on Jan. 1, 1993. The
tion of the Word" with a large
church held as first service on
Jan. 1, 1984, at its former loca- (15 feet by 50 inches) chart and
study matereials.
uon. The church is now located
Rev. Cain said the chart shows
on North 16th Street Extended at
from Genesis through Revelation
Utterback Road.
and visually presents some of the
The Rev. Charles Johnson of
dreams and visions of Daniel and
Memphis, Tenn., will be the speJohn the Revelator.
cial guest for services on Friday
and Saturday, Jan. 1 and 2, at 7
On Wednesday evening, Dec.
p.m. He will present singing and
30. the Rev. and Mrs. Wayne
worship.
Smith of Winnsboro, La., along
"Rev. Johnson is a giant in the
with their singer/musician son,
realm of singer, songwriter, musiDavid, and daughter, Krista, was
cian and preacher," said the Rev.
with the church for worship,
James H. Cain, pastor. He is an
praise and preaching.
assistant pastor to this father, the
The public is invited to attend
Rev. Don Johnson, pastor and
these special services, added Rev.
recording artist.
Cain.
At the Sunda) morning Bible

Music Friends will meet
Four Rivers Music Friends will meet Sunday, Jan. 3, at 2 p m. in the
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Even though the library will be
closed for inventory, the meeting will be held. This is open to all persons
interested in ITIUSiC of any form. It is an informal gathering of lovers of mus. For more information call V&Burkeen, 753-6979, or Jamie Fields,
753
iC

New Year's Day service planned
A spacial service of worship is being planned by the Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial Association. This will be on Friday, Jan. 1, New Year's
Day, at noon at First Christian Church, 111 North Fifth St., Murray. A period
of meditation will be from 11:30 a.m to noon. Ministers of the city and county will take part in this special New Year's service. The Rev. Rebecca
Church, president of the ministerial association, invites the public to attend
this special program.

Singles Too plans event
Singles Too will meet New Year's Eve, Thursday, Dec. 31, at 7 p.m for
dinner at Dalarnar's Restaurant at South 12th Street and Glendale Road,
Murray. Later the group will go to the horns of Joann Simmons at 1554 Canterbury, Murray, to play cards and see the new year of 1993 in at midnight.
This is a support group for all single men and women that have never been
married, are separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Celia, 753-6078, Sandy, 753-0817, or Beverly, 435-4228.

Timothy Adams featured
in university publication
LEXINGTON — Timothy
Adams, son of Nolan Adams of
Murray, is featured as an outstanding alumnus of the University of Kentucky in the current
Mat of Odyssey, UK's biannual
research magazine.
Only four years after earning
his master's degree in international trade from UK's Patterson
School of International Diplomacy, Adams reached the inner
Circle of economic advisors to
President George Bush as deputy
associate director for economic
policy in the Office of Policy
Development at the White House
As part of Bush's "think tank,"
Adams has studied financial and
labor trends across the country
and has worked with Congress in
developing long-term policies on
everything from banking to occuto
safety
pational
unemployment."
With a new administration taking over in Washington. Adams.

Brooks Chapel plans event

along with many Bush staffers,
will be seeking other employment
after January. But those who
know him expect his success to
continue.
"'T'im has it all," says Vince
Davis, Adams' former advisor
and Patterson School director
(now on sabbatical). "He is
bright, poised and personable,
and he knows how to set a course
toward a goal."
A 1979 graduate of Murray
High School, Adams earned an
undergraduate degree and a master's in public affairs at UK. In
1988. he won a Prestigious twoyear "Presidential Manbagement
Internship," dunng which time he
was a financial economist to the
vice president of the ExportImport Bank.
As for the future, he is currently considering two positions.
"One is an investment banking
and the other is writing for a new
publication," he says

7

•
. .'s%

Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church will have a special Watch Night
Service tonight (Thursday) starting at 9 p.m and continuing through 12:01
a.m on Friday, Jan. 1. Special music will be presented by the group, Second Timothy. Breakfast will be served. The public is invited to attend, a
church member said.

Country Club plans event
Murray Country Club will have a New Years' Eve Dance and Breakfast on
Thursday, Dec. 31 The dance, featured music by a live band, Night Fish,
will start at 8 p.m. Breakfast will be served at midnight. All members and
their out-of-town guests are invited to attend Reservations should be made
by Thursday, Dec. 31, by calling 753-6113

Singles plan special event
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will sponsor its fourth annual New
Year's Dance on Thursday, Dec. 31, from 7 p.m. to 1 a m. at Joe Creason
Community Building, Banton City Park, Banton. Doti. Sager will be the 0 J
and the admission will be $6. AN singles are invited to attend SOS is a
support and social group for single adults whether always single. separated,
divorced Of widowed Th• purpose of th• SOS for the past five years has
been to provide positive social interaction and support in feeling good about
being single. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224. Shirley, 1-527-9748. or Tom, 1-232-5407.

Homemakers' Council meeting Monday
Calloway County Horniimakers' Council wit meet Monday. Jan 4, at
11 30 a.m in the auditorium of Weeks Community Center. Vinita Winters,
la have
prON040, urges ali 14 of,tly allimg count
reoriftedless presait.011•11161111111" • '.- •
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Danielle
Nichole
Dolack born
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Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dolack of
1611 Farmer Ave., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Danielle Nichole Dolack, born on Monday, Dec. 14, at 6:21 p.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
six ounces and measured 20
inches.
The mother is the former Connie Cain.
Grandparents are William and
Carole Dolack of Louisville, Mrs.
Lorene Spence of Camden,
Tenn., and the late C.E. Cain.

10.•

MHS CLASS OF 1972 HAS REUNION — Members of Murray High School
Class of 1972 held their 20-year reunion in August at the Murray Country
Club. Pictured, from left, front row, seated, Emily Belote Gilliam, Betty Jo
Ward Sanders, Barb Vanmeter Knepper, Debbie Lee, Cindy McDaniel Reichmuth, Becky Wilson Valentine, Dixie Hook Rayburn, Leah Fulton Hart, Cindy
Colson Hayes, Patricia L. Holton, Vicki Lowery Fahy, Susan Johnson Roney,
Sharon Moore Wells, Tresa McCord Radermacher; middle row, standing, Russell Sledd, Steve Herndon, Sammy Crutcher, Ronnie Dunn, Debi Moore Black,
Jennifer Taylor Heegel, Vicki Kay Andrews Grimm, LuAnn Seaford Johnson,
Patricia Fitts Stinnett, Sherry Smith Mohon, Jane Arant Morris, Cindy Parker
Lowe, Jan Clark Pigg, Ann Thurman Parker, Bonnie Cohoon Higginson, Mary

Ann Taylor Anderson, Gail Russell, Decie Bailey Miles, Rebecca WagarX'unningham, Mary Tutt, Sarah Cooper Kubicki, Karen McGary McCuiston, karen
McClure Fleming, Karen McCuiston Carpenter, Karen Alexander Bunch,
David Parker, Gail Jackson Reed, Clair Eversmeyer, Alan Spencer. Linda
Graves, Neal Reed; back row, raised standing, Rick Orr. Ronnie Garland,
Rickey Latimer, David Livers, Brent Morris, Terry Doss, Wayne Hopkins,
Mike Farley, John McKee, Paul Thurman, Tim Swain, Rodney Lowe, Jimmy
Brantley, Brown Crouch, Greg Wright, Randy Grogan, Jerry Stone, Eugene
Fielder, David Keller, Mickey Stom, Dan Anderson, Dan Hutson, Lynn Solomon, and Joe Bill Fridy.

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
'Clean. Dependable Cars
'Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461
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GARDEN DEPARTMENT TOUR — Members of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club are pictured in front of the "Museum of American Quilters" at Paducah. Pictured in this
photograph taken by Janet Wallis are, from left, Ann Churchill, Mary Williams, Martha Farris,
Effie Vaughn, Rosanna Miller, Jane Lane, Hazel Matthai, Nancy Adams, Mary Wells, Ruth Wilson
and Myrtle Douglas. The women met at the parking lot of the club house for a quick meeting and to
vote on new members before going to Paducah. The group ate lunch at the Ritz Hotel Holman House
Restaurant and then went to the museum.

Bible Study scheduled
The annual Winter Bible Study
of First Baptist Church will start
Sunday, Jan. 3, and continue on
Sundays, Jan. 10, 17, 24 and 31,
at 7 p.m.
"Sermon on the Mount" will be
theme of the study. Adults will
meet at 6 p.m. Sunday, Jan. 3,
during the Discipleship Training
hour an introduction to the Bible
Study.
Sessions for adults on the subject, "Design for Discipleship,"
will start at 7 p.m. each Sunday
in the sanctuary.
Other sessions for others will
be as follows:

Youth, "Design for Discipleship," in Fellowship Hall;
Children, Grades 4, 5 and 6,
with Joetta Kelly in charge, Third
and Fourth Grade Department;
Children, Grades 1, 2 and 3, on
"Jesus, the Good Teacher," First
Grade Department;
Preschool, four and five year
olds, "Matthew Writes About
Jesus," four-year-old room;
Preschool, three year olds,
"Stories About Jesus From
Matthew," three-year-old room.
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor,
invites the public to attend this
special Bible Study.

MURRAY
TODAY
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Mid-Continent...
(Cont'd from page 6)
Classes will begin on Monday,
Jan. 11.
Mid-Continent is accredited by
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award the
degrees of Bachelor of Arts and
Bachelor of Religious Education.
A minor in psychology is
available.
Any interested persons should
call the Registrar's office at
1-247-8521 to obtain further
information.
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(4 New Year's Celebration! (4(
save

Starting Sat., Jan. 2nd 9:00 a.m. and Ending Mon., Jan. 4th 6:00 p.m.

20%
EXTRA

FINAL MARKDOWN
On All Remaining

,
75

CHRISTMAS ITEMS
Now Reduced
Up To

Off Reg. Prices
Plus...

ALL FURNITURE...STOREWIDE
To
Now Reduced
Up To

50

Off Reg. Prices

Pier1 imports

on

Fall and Winter
•
Merchandise
VFriday, Saturday, Sunday t

•
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SPORTS
Younger half of Cats'
New York duo shines
in win over St. John's

Allen-led Racers
end 4-game trip
MIAMI (AP) — "Big, big
win," was the way Scott Edgar
descnbed his team's 68-64 win
over Florida International Wednesday night.
The win, Edgar's 20th in two
seasons at Murray. followed a
94-58 defeat at Saint Louis Monday and evened the Racers' at 2-2
on a four-game road trip
"I told the kids after the game
that nowadays in college basketball, to win on the road, you've
got to play a great game," Edgar
said on his post-game radio
broadcast. "You can't just plas
good anymore."
Murray didn't play great
necessarily, but, "found 3 was to
win," according to Edgar.
"We hung on and did little
things here and little things there
and were able to win
To win this year, the Racers
have needed above average performances from Frank Allen
The!) got one Wednesday.
Allen, scoring just nine points
at Saint Louis, tallied 28 points
to lead all scorers He was 5-of-'
from three-point and 5-of-6 at the
free throw line.
Allen led a second-half bombardment, as Murray State 13-51
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rallied from 3 two-point halftime
deficit.
Florida International (6-4) led
2-10 at halftime With Ronda
International ahead 16-31 in the
second half. Murray tallied nine
ot the next 11 points for its first
lead of the game with 15:03
remaining
The Golden Panthers tied the
game 4.444 with 11 - 12 left on a
Bobo Flournors upin But Murray held Florida International to
only eight points over the next
;2
Murray outscored Florida
International over that stretch
17-9 to take its biggest lead of
the game. 61-52. with onls 2-40
remaining Allen scored eight
• TURN TO PAGE 9

Banged up Buffalo
limps into playoffs,
face fired-up Oilers
By JOHN F. BONFATTI
AP Sports Wraes

ORCHARD PARK. N.Y.
(AP) — In as injury reports,
the NFL defines questionable
as meaning there's a 50-50
chance the player will play.
Buffalo Bills coach Mary
Levy said that is precisely the
status of a half dozen Bills as
they get ready for Sunday's
AFC playoff game against the
Houston Oilers, a rematch of
the season finale won by
Houston, 27-3.
Buffalo's lengthy injury list
also includes Jim Kelly, who
won't play because of a
sprained knee he sustained in
the season finale.
Three starters and Steve
Tasker. a Pro Bowl special
teams player for three of the
last four seasons. are on the
list. The Bills also have
another half dozen players
who are nursing worse-thannormal bumps and bruises.
Wide receiver Don Beebe
was knocked woozy in Sunday's game and is suffenng
from post-concussion
syndrome.
Linebacker Cornelius Bennett sat out the Oilers game
with a hamstring injury, as did
cornerback Kirby Jackson,
who also has a sore hamstring.
Tasker sat out the game with a
sore knee.
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By TOM CANAVAN
AP

Sports Writer

EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ.
i AP) — The man who succeeds
Ray Handley as coach of the
New York Giants is going to
have something that his predecessor never had: a
honeymoon.
Handley never had a grace
period after taking over when
Bill Parcells resigned following
the Super Bowl victory over the
Buffalo Bills in 1991. He inherited an aging team and everyone expected him to continue to
get the Giants to the playoffs.
It never happened. The team

T

photo

Fresno State showed what the
WAC is all about."
It was another disappointment
for the Fighting Illini (6-5-1),
who lost their third straight bowl
game and fourth in their last five.
Sims hammered up the middle
for scores of 6 yards and 1 yard.
Quarterback Michael Carter, the
game's offensive MVP, completed 6 of 16 passes for 115
yards and gained 105 yards on 21

went X-X in his first year and
slipped to 6-10 this past season,
a tumultuous year marked by
inconsistency, fan dissatisfaction and bickering between
players and coaches.
The combination was enough
to convince general manager
George Young to fire the
48-year-old Handley on Wednesday with a year still left on
his contract. The coach was told
of the decision Monday.
"When I came in here, there
had been no success for a long
period of time." Young said at
a press conference where he
was the only speaker.
No immediate successor was

named, although it has been
reported that Boston College
coach Tom Coughlin, a former
Giants assistant under Parcells,
and Dallas defensive coordinator Dave Wannstedt are the
leading contenders.
There have been reports that
Parcells might he asked to
return, hut sources close to the
former coach told The Associated Press that Parcells has
not been contacted by the team
and does not consider himself a
top candidate.
"Now there has to be a honeymoon period, a period of
rebuilding," Young said.

'Bama `D' prepared for 'Canes
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — By
what you hear from Alabama's
defenders, you'd think Miami
playbooks are selling as fast as
programs for the Sugar Bowl.
"We know they'll try a few
draw plays early, just to see if
they work I'm sure they're working on those shovel passes, too,"
All-Amenca end Eric Curry said.
"They're not going to run

(i)Toyotas Cost Less In Murray
Local One Owner-30,000 Miles

STEVE PARKER Ledger &

Murray State senior Frank Allen, shown at Evansville, rebounded
from 51 horrible game at Saint Louis with 28 points at Florida
International.

Rebuilding Giants fire Handley
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SAN DIEGO (AP) — Rack up Fresno State upset Southern Cal
24-7 in the Freedom Bowl.
another one for the WAC.
'They were talking this
Hawaii, in a mainland bowl for
the first time, gave Illinois a blast 'What's the WAC stuff?''
of the triple option and the West- Hawaii's Travis Sims said after
ern Athletic Conference a shot of rushing 29 times for 113 yards
respe,.1 with a 27-17 victory in and two touchdowns. "At the
the Holiday Bowl Wednesday end, we gave it to them. We
asked. 'What's this Big Ten
night.
The Rainbow Warnors (11-2) stufr.
"We showed the Big Ten, we
capped the best season in school
history 24 hours after WAC-mate showed everyone. Last night,

AR SPorts Wrier

Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(commicw & Assicisnuo

•

WAC still rolling; Hawaii downs Mini in Holiday

By BEN WALKER

Al GUTTERS

night now and us win than have
off game against Indiana,"
an
AP Itssialleall Wrier
Pitino said of Sunday's game at
NEW YORK (AP) — Kentuck- Louisville. "But give credit to St.
y has one of the best forward tan- John's. Jamal had an off night
because of their defense. It's the
dems in the nation in junior Jambest defense he's seen in three
al Mashburn and freshman Rodyears. They got in his face and
rick Rhodes.
him take some bad shots."
made
form
Only Rhodes was in top
Rhodes, who played in high
Wednesday night in the championship game of the Holiday Fes- school at St. Anthony's in nearby
tival against St. John's as Mash- Jersey City, won the Most Valuburn missed his first 10 shots and able Player award for the
finished with seven points on tournament.
"We had a lot of physical
1 -for-13 shooting.
games at St. Anthony's and 1 saw
Rhodes, however, came
through with 23 points in the a lot of Big East games, so I
third -ranked Wildcats' 86-77 knew there would be a lot of contact out there," said Rhodes.
victory.
was pushing and shoving
"There
"We be-at a very good basketthe
opening tip."
from
weren't
things
when
team
ball
Pitino jokingly referred to Sungoing our way," said Kentucky
coach Rick Pitino, making his day's big game against Indiana
when he was asked how it felt to
first appearance at Madison
have a freshman good enough to
Square Garden since leaving the
be MVP.
New York Knicks in 1989.
"He'll remember winning the
The only field goal for Mashburn, averaging 24.9 points, was MVP trophy for a long time, or at
least until we play Indiana," Nion a dunk with 10:49 left.
"It was frustrating at times, no said.
St. John's did an outstanding
but we had the lead in the second
against Kentucky's pressure
job
game,"
ball
the
half and won
said Mashburn, considered a cer- defense, forcing the Wildcats into
tain early draft pick when he goes 33 fouls. But the Rcdmen made
to the NBA.
"I'd rather him have an off • TURN TO PAGE 9

By BILL BARNARD

MURRAY ST 6S, FLA. INT. 44
isUltear ST -5I

Statt, AP Report

1987 Chevrolet Caprice
Brougham LS

straight ahead against us much," against the Crimson Tide's powhe said. "They're going to try
erful defense.
In all sports, they say defense
those quick passes to the outside
and some slants."
wins games. It's be-en true this
Miami's offensive players, season for Alabama (12-0), never
meanwhile, hold no secrets. more so than in its last game
Rather than hide the game plan or
when Antonio I...Ingham returned
hint at trick plays, they agree
an interception for a touchdown
with Alabama's assessment.
in the closing minutes for a 28-21
"We're not going to change.
victory over Florida in the SouthWe're going to do the things that eastern Conference title game.
work for us," quarterback Gino
Alabama led the nation in
Torretta said. "We saw how
rushing and total defense (194
Florida was successful against
yards per game), and was second
them, and those are some of the
in points allowed (9.1) and pass
things we do."
defense.
About all that's left for New
"I just hope we can score,"
Year's night is to see who will
Miami coach Dennis Erickson
win one of the best bowl match - said.
ups ever when No. 1 Miami plays
The Hurricanes had no trouble
No. 2 Alabama — namely, the
Hurricanes' potent offense • TURN TO PAGE 9

carries.
"They deserve a national ranking," Illinois coach Lou Tepper
said. "I was impressed by their
offense."
Sims scored at the end of two
long, crunching doves,
After Chris Richardson was
short on a 52-yard field goal try
early in the second quarter,
Hawaii moved 65 yards on 11
straight running plays to tic the

score at 7, with Sims scoring on a
6-yard blast with 8:09 left before
halftime.
Trailing 10-7, the Rainbow
Warriors took the second-half
kickoff and went 80 yards in 13
plays, all rushing except for a
14-yard pass from Carter to Cy
Hirota. Sims scored the go-ahead
touchdown from the 1 on a second effort that carried him around
two defenders.

It has been a very good
year in Kentucky sports
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — As far as years go, 1992 has to
rank as a very good one in Kentucky sports.
On the college level, Kentucky reached the NCAA Elite Eight.
Georgetown College won 32 straight basketball games. Morehead
State forward Brett Roberts led the nation in scoring. Murray
State center Popeye Jones was the nation's top rebounder. Eastern
Kentucky's Markus Thomas became I-AA's all-time leading
rusher.
In high school competition, Danville and Beechwood won their
second straight football titles. Paducah Tilghman's Billy Jack
Haskins became the all-time leading passer. Hopkinsville University Heights and Lexington Catholic realized dreams of Class A
schools by reaching Sweet 16 basketball championship. Danville's Paul Morse set national mark for career home runs.
And on the national and international front, Pat Day rode his
first Kentucky Derby winner. Lexington teen-ager Megan Kleine
earned a gold medal in Olympics swimming. Henryk deKwiatkowski became the new owner of historic Calumet Farm, Raymond
Floyd made his Senior PGA debut in the Bank One Classic.
The list could go on and on. It was that kind of year.
Can 1993 be any better? Of course. There are still championships to be won and records to be broken.
Here's a wish list for the new year
For Morehead State coach Dick Fick, whose team enters 1993
with an 0-8 record, a contract to take his sideline routine on the
comedy circuit during the offseason.
A winning lottery ticket for the Western Kentucky football
program so Jack Harbaugh could do what he's paid to do, and
that is to coach.
A few defensive stoppers to help Eastern Kentucky coach Roy
Kidd forget about that thrashing (44-0) Marshall put on his Colonels in the 1-AA playoffs.
More than magic in the fourth season for Kentucky football
coach Bill Curry.
For Kentucky basketball fans, lamal Mashburn deciding to
forego a chance for millions of dollars in the NBA and spending
his senior season with the Wildcats.
Co-Mr. Basketball honors for Louisville Male's Jason Osborne
and Lexington Dunbar's Darnell Burton.
A home-and-home contract with Kentucky for Western Kentucky coach Ralph Willard.
Another Popeye for Murray State coach Scott Edgar.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Danny Manning keyed a fourthquarter rally with 12 of his 26
points and the Los Angeles Clippers tied a franchise record with
16 blocked shots in a 105-99 victory over Boston, their first at the
Sports Arena against the Celtics.
Reggie Lewis scored 26 points
for the Celtics, who have dropped
four in a row and five straight on
the road. It was only their second
loss to the Clippers in their last
17 meetings and their fourth in
the last 27.
Ron Harper added 23 points
for the Clippers, who played the
final 8:20 without starting point
guard Mark Jackson. Jackson's
lower back and neck stiffened
after a fall near the Clippers'
basket in the first half.

'Bama `D'prepared...
FROM PAGE 8
for most of the year, especially
after Torretta was put in shotgun
formation to offset Miami's
young offensive line. In the last
six games, Miami averaged 42
points and 501 yards.
"We've been getting to quarterbacks all year, so 1 don't see
why this should be any different," said John Copeland, Alabama's other All-America defensive end. "I hope I get to sack
Gino Torretta. I'll be able to tell
my grandkids that 1 hit the Heisman Trophy winner."
Torretta has had excellent preparation for what he might see
from Alabama at the Superdome.
Unlike many teams, where the
first-string offense faces the
second-string defense in practices, Miami's first units work
out against each other all the
time.
"I don't know what kind of
defense Alabama has because 1

SCOREBOARD

Clippers defeat Celts
with impressive rally

NEW YORK (AP) — The tentative agreement between the NFL and its
players has fallen apart, the lawyer for the players said
Jim Quinn said Itie leagues representatives, including commissioner
Paul Tagliabue, ended two hours of direct meetings by saying the deal is
oft" An agreement in principle that would have brought liberalized free
agency to the league for the first time had been reached last week.
The main stumbling block apparently was the owners' insistence that
the players whose contracts expired be given just a 60-day window in
which they could negotiate with any team. After that period, unsigned players would return to their team and be paid 110 percent of their last
contract.
DALLAS (AP) — Byron Norton, an 18-year-old defensive back at Kimball High School who friends said had planned to attend Baylor next year,
was pronounced clinically dead at 3:30 p.m., after being shot once in the
head.
Dallas police Sgt. Joe DeCorte said that an unidentified male turned
himself in to the county jail about 6.30 p.m. and was charged with murder.

haven't played them," Torretta
said. "But I do know I face a
great defense every day."
Miami's defense was third in
points allowed (11.5), fifth
against the pass and eighth in
rushing and total defense (271
yards per game).
"They say that defense wins
championships, and that's true,"
Miami linebacker Jessie Armstead said. "Our offense had some
problems early in the season, but
they always knew they could
count on the defense. They knew
we weren't going to let us lose."
Alabama's run-oriented offense
is not as explosive as Miami's
pass-crazy approach. All week,
the Hurricanes have called the
Crimson Tide a one-dimensional
team that could not pass.
"We're going to make you
throw the ball," Miami defensive
coordinator Sonny Lubick said.
'We'll go up there with an eight-

But they did not miss a beat
with Gary Grant running the
offense.
The Clippers finished December with an 8-6 record after going
7-6 in November. It is the first
time the franchise has opened a
season with consecutive winning
months since 1974-75, when the
Buffalo Braves went 4-2 in
October and 12-4 in November.
The 16 blocked shots, including 13 in the first half, matched
the Clippers' previous club mark
set on Nov. 11, 1990 against
Phoenix. Stanley Roberts led the
way with five blocks, adding 12
points and a season-high 12
rebounds.
The Clippers fell behind by as

many as eight points with 2.4
minutes left in the third quarter
before taking their first lead of
the game, 91-89, on Manning's
14-foot jumper from the right
baseline with 5:05 to play.
The key play of the fourth
quarter came after Clippers forward Ken Norman missed two
free throws with a one-point lead
and 2:26 to play. Harper stripped
the ball from lewis under the
Boston basket, leading to a foul
at the other end by Abdclnaby
and a three-point play by John
Williams with 1:35 remaining. It
put Los Angeles ahead 98-94.
Lewis followed with a layup,
but Grant hit a 20-foot baseline
jumper and Harper added a driving layup 18 seconds later to
clinch the victory.
A combination of pressing
defense, poor shooting and a
combined 20 blocked shots
resulted in a 46-40 Boston lead at
halftime, tying the lowest-scoring
half by the Clippers this season.
Harper's slam dunk tied the
score at 61 with less than five
minutes left in the third quarter.
Kevin McHale's three-point play
put the Celtics back in front 20
seconds later, and they regained a
six-point lead by the end of the
period.
The 13 blocks in the half by
Los Angeles fell one short of the
NBA record set by the Washington Bullets on Dec. 12, 1985
against Milwaukee and tied by
Utah on Nov. 17, 1987 against
Denver.

only 26 of 44 free throws, 59.1
percent.
"We need to go to the laboratory and work on our free
throws," St. John's coach Brian
Mahoney said. "If we could have
made some, we could have won
the game. We did a good job on
their press. Look at all the free
throws we took."
Pitino said his young team
wasn't prepared for the physical
style played by Big East schools
like St. John's.
"In every game you learn
something different, and what we
learned tonight was how the Big
East plays basketball," Pitino

•Allen-led...

said. "We learned as a young
team how to handle that type of
aggression."
Gimel Martinez, who scored 15
points, gave Kentucky (8-0) the
lead for good at 48-46 with 13:30
left in the game, and the Wildcats
later opened their advantage to
58-48.
But St. John's (5-4) wasn't
giving up, pulling to 60-58 with
9:24 left on a 10-2 run capped by
a dunk and hook shot by Mitchell
Foster. It was 65-62 before Junior
Braddy, with just 10 points in six
previous appearances this season,
hit 3-pointers on consecutive
Kentucky possessions, giving the
Wildcats a 71-64 advantage.
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St. John's got no closer than
five points after that.
David Cain scored 17 points
and Charles Minlend 15 for the
Redmen.
After missing its first six shots
and falling behind 13-6, St.
John's outscored Kentucky 24-11
in a 10-minute span, giving the
Redmen a 30-24 lead with 2:36
left in the first half.
Rhodes, who scored 17 points
in the half, then hit two 3-pointers and a bank shot in a 9-2 run
that put the Wildcats in front
33-32. Derek Brown's jumper
with 9.3 seconds left gave St.
John's a 34-33 halftime edge.
In scoring more than half of

Kentucky's points in the first
half, Rhodes hit 6 of 10 shots
while his teammates were 4 of
18.

New Location
1306 S. 12th (Hwy. 641 - Uncle Jeff's Center)
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NEW YEAR'S SPECIALS
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*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

FROM PAGE 8
Ownefs Gerrald Boyd and Ronnie Melon
points and Tony Bailey five
points during the run.
"I think Tony is finally getting
healthy," Edgar said of Bailey, a
6-5 junior. "We're starting to see
a scratch of what Tony can do."
Bailey averaged 21.8 points
per game last year at East Central
(Miss.) Community College. He
injured a knee before the season
started and is just now getting
back to full-strength.
"I think he's going to be, not
only a factor, but a force for us
down the stretch," the coach said.
Junior forward Jerry Wilson
points and pulled
scored 12
down 11 boards for the Racers.
Freshman Kenneth Taylor
scored six points in extensive
action at the point guard position.
"With him in there our chemistry
was very good," Edgar explained.
Murray State returns home
Saturday for a 1:30 p.m. game.
On Monday, the Racers again hit
the road for a contest at Ole
Miss. They open the Ohio Valley
Conference with a road game at
Austin Peay, Saturday, Jan. 9.
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•The news in '92...
FROM PAGE 5
(11/18); After vocal protests
against KERA in other area meetings, meeting at Murray State
University draws only five people
(11/19); MCCH Hospital Board
denies emergency room rate
increases and awards emergency
room contract to Coastal
Emergency Services of Memphis,
Tenn. (11/19): Mayor Bill Cherry
defends relocation of city hall to
old park during council meeting
after council member Ruby Hale
questions him about "secret" lobbying (11/24); First snowfall of
season covers ground for half a
day (11/27).
DECEMBER
*Suddenly, trash was back in the
news with Purchase Container
Transport of Mayfield notifying
the state they will begin operating a transfer station that handles
solid waste from northeastern
states. Bales of trash would be
unloaded at Hutson Grain Terminal on Kentucky Lake and eventually transported through Calloway County and Murray to a
landfill in Graves County.
With strong and vocal community opposition, including letters to and editorials by the Ledger & Times, the Fiscal Court,
City Council and Planning Com-

Warmest wishes
(BRIGGS & STRATTON) for the happiest

ofholiday seasons.

To report local news call 753-1916
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RECLINERS
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STOREWIDE
SAVINGS ON

mission all 'oppose the plan. In
response to an editorial, Gov.
Jones writes a letter to Ledger &
Times saying state can't control
transfer station but local government can; Fiscal Court sets a special meeting. Dan Hutson II,
president of Port of MurrayCalloway County on Kentucky
Lake and operator of Hutson Terminal, says he never agreed to
allow solid waste to be unloaded
at the terminal.
Finally, on Dec. 22 in front of
a packed crowd, the Fiscal-Court
amends its existing solid waste
ordinance to include a permit
process for the licensing of solid
waste transfer stations. On Dec.
29 — one week after Fiscal
Court's action and three weeks
after City Planner Don Elias' first
request — the state's Division of
Waste Management complies
with Open Records law and sends
copy of Purchase Container
Transport's notification form.
*Calloway school officials deny a
state report saying that not all
Calloway students had been
immunized or examined as
required by state law (12/2); local
United Way reports it may fall
short of $245,000 campaign goal
(12/2); Danny Joe Burkecn of Rt.
3 Murray escapes injury when
three men in truck pull up to his
house and two men begin firing
pistols at him (12/9); child dies in
trailer fire in Hardin and two
others escape; incident followed a
domestic dispute and mother was
being taken to Marshall County
jail on intoxication charge when
she informed deputy the children
were home alone; by the time
officials reached the trailer, it
was engulfed in flames and two
surviving children were found
walking along the road (12/10);
Murray and Calloway KIRIS
scores are much higher than state
averages in writing skills (12/10);
13 Pike pledges indicted on
fourth degree assault and third
degree criminal mischief charges
from Nov. 22 incident (12/11);
Local United Way extends campaign through Janary (12/11);
Judge-Executive George Weaks
announces he won't run for reelection (12/11); Murray High
school wins state drama championship for sixth straight year
(12/14); after almost completing
an accident-free year, Murray
Police cruisers are involved in
two accidents on the same night,
including one where an
unmanned cruiser rolled in front
of oncoming traffic after jumping
into gear (12/16); Johnny Chandler of Marion, Ky., a welder at
construction site of joint citycounty water tower on Hwy. 641,
falls 120 feet. Chandler dies
shortly after arrival at Regional
Trauma Center in Memphis,
Tenn. (12/18); No injuries
reported in fire at laundry room
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital (12/18); Murray and federal
officials announce investigation
of local illegal gambling ring,
with no arrests or charges
announced (12/20); Murray
school superintendent W.A.
Franklin and wife Margaret are
seriously injured in head-on collision near Eddyville, Ky. (12/23);
Nature delivers a beautiful
Christmas present with three
inches of snow which begins falling early Christmas morning
(12/25); Willis Sanders of Coldwater one of several people
nationwide to be hospitalized
after breathing fumes of leather
cleaning spray (12/27); Lynn and
Mary Mayall seek change of venue for theft trial, saying widespread newspaper, television and
radio publicity has created a
"hostile" environment against
them (12/29); Willie Jackson
named temporary school superintendent for Murray City Schools
while W.A. Franklin recovers
from injuries (12/30).
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Glynn D. Willie
Services for Glynn D. Willie
are today at II a.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home, Ramsey,
III. The Rev. Ray Sundell is
officiating.
Burial will follow in Ramsey
Cemetery.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of contributions to Lincoln
Land Visiting Nurses of Shelby
County, Ill.
Mr. Willie, 60, Cowden, Tenn.,
died Monday at 5:30 p.m. at his

Bill Stewart

home there.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lois E. Willie; one daughter, Mrs. Mary L. Ragan, Harrisburg, Ill.; two sons, Michael D.
Willie, Farmington, and Larry G.
Willie, Melber; two stepdaughters, Kellie Walsh, Vandalia, Ill.,
and Michelle Wash, Cowden; one
stepson, Marc Waschle, Great
Lakes Naval Base, Ill.; half sister, Mrs. Margaret Perkins, Mayfield; half brother, Edward Willie, Kirksey; eight grandchildren.

Mrs. Lou Della White
The funeral for Mrs. Lou Della
White will be Saturday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Burial will follow
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Friday.
Mrs. White, 81, former resident of Murray, died Tuesday at
2 p.m. at Bridgeport, Ala.
She was married Nov. 20,
1941, to Rube White who died

July 11, 1986.
Born Aug. 4, 1911, in Long
Island, Ala., she was the daughter
of the late Marion Wiggley and
Sarah Cooper Wiggley.
She was a member of Harmony
Grove Baptist Church,
Bridgeport.
Mrs. White is survived by one
sister, Ada Cooper, Bridgeport,
Ala., and several nieces and
nephews.

David Alan Moffitt
Final rites for David Alan
Moffitt were Wednesday at 11
a.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Benton, where he was a
member. Dr. Ben Boone
officiated.
Burial was in Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield, with
arrangements by Collier Funeral
Home of Benton.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to A.L.S.
Association, 21021 Ventura
Blvd., Suite 327, Woodland Hills,
CA 91364, or First United

Methodist Church, Benton, or
Lourdes Hospice Association,
Paducah. Contributions may be
mailed to Collier Funeral Home,
Inc., P.O. Box 492, Benton, KY
42025.
Mr. Moffitt, 38, Rt. 10, Benton, died Monday at 8:45 a.m. at
his residence.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Amy Moffitt; his mother,
Mrs. Catherine Moffitt, and one
sister, Mrs. Nancy Glover, both
of Mayfield; one brother, Lonnie
Moffitt, Friendswood, Texas.

News of the World

Bill Stewart, 60, died Tuesday
at 4:10 p.m. at his home on Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn. He was a former
resident of Sedalia. His death followed an extended illness.
A retired truck driver with
Gamblin Trucking, he was a
member of Sedalia Baptist
Church,
Born Nov. 18, 1932, in Graves
County, he was the son of Henry
Clovis Stewart and the late Mary
Louise Rickman Stewart.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Sally Stewart; two daughters, Ms. Jill Hargrave, Wylie,
Texas, and Beth Stewart, Puryear,
Tenn.; one son, Bradley Stewart,
Paris, Tenn.; his father, Henry
Clovis Stewart, and stepmother,
Mrs. Jean Stewart, Taylor, Mich.;
one sister, Mrs. Shelia Jennings,
and one brother, James (Jim)
Stewart, Michigan; three
grandchildren.
The funeral will be today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev, Ray
Provow and the Rev. Charles
Blair will officiate.
Burial will follow in Lebanon
Church of Christ Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

HOG MARKET
Report
Not
Available

Buying
or
Selling
Stock?
Let the professionals
at Hilliard Lyons
handle your
transaction.

Stock price
information not
available today
due to the holiday.

641t.
HIWARD
LYONS
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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NUCEAFt TREATY MAY HIT BLOCK

Washington — The 3,000-plus strategic nuclear warheads in Ukraine,
Kazakhstan and Belarus could pose a problem for the historic START II missile reduction treaty that President Bush will sign at a Black Sea summit this
weekend. All of, the weapons are supposed to be dismantled under the first
START treaty, hich was signed by the United States and the Soviet Union
in 1991 and extended in May to the three other nuclear former Soviet
republics. Kazakhstan quickly ratified the accord, but Ukraine and Belarus
have been taking their time. And that could be a problem. The treaty Bush
and Russian President Boris Yeltsin are signing at Sochi on Saturday and
Sunday will pare U.S. and Russian arsenals of strategic nuclear missiles to
about one-third current levels by the year 2003, or earlier. As the Russians
implement the accord they would be more comfortable if their neighbors had
already disarmed. The Bush administration shares that sentiment. The fewer nuclear weapons the better, is the view, especially since the transformation of the Soviet Union to 15 peaceful new countries has not been a
smooth one.

BOTTLED WATER REGS MAY START

Washington — The government is trying to clear up a bit of murkiness for
bottled water drinkers by making manufacturers say whether their pricey
product comes from a well, a spring or a spigot in town. "We want ensure
that bottled water is labeled truthfully," David Kessler, commissioner of the
Food and Drug Administration, said in a statement Wednesday. "If the label
says it's mineral water, it should be mineral water. If it's from a municipal
water source, the water should be so labeled." The FDA will publish four
regulations Jan. 5 to spell out what claims can be made on the labels.
Bottled water is considered a food, so it comes under the agency's authority. The proposed rules define such terms as "spring," "artesian" and "well."
They say how much mineral should be in mineral water and set limits on
what shouldn't be there — ingredients such as lead and benzene.

When You Need
A Doctor On
Sattutlays,
H
Medical
•i ces Will
Answer The Cal

I

f illness gets you down on
Saturday, you don't have to wait
until Monday to see a doctor.
That's because Hughes Medical
Offices is offering Saturday hours
from 9 a.m. to noon during the
cold and flu season.
We're also pleased to announce
that as an added convenience to
our patients, Hughes Medical
Offices now accepts assignment
on all Medicare claims.

Saturdays:9 a.m.-Noon
Monday-Friday: 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
(502) 759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122
Dr. Robert Hughes-Family Practice
Dr. Joyce Hughes-Pediatrics
Dr. Rob Korolevich- Family Practice

Treating
Your Family
With Care.

H

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay.
$652 on Part A; $100 on Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM PILING FOR MY CLIENTS 753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Medical Arts Bldg II 300 5 8th Street I Suite 204 U Murray, KY 42071

74727 We are proud to use747D„
\dm. recycled newsprint.Aloe

You Gotta Be Here To Believe It!

CORN-AUSTIN'S

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK IN RUSSIA TWO-SIDED

Moscow — A year ago, Sergei Alexandrov was pondering his bleak future
as a cook. Today, the 28-year-old entrepreneur runs his own business selling candy and liquor from a sidewalk kiosk. "Maybe we're not getting rich,
but at least there's enough to live on," he said, gazing out at the busy Moscow street from inside his tiny symbol of free enterprise. One year after
President Boris Yeltsin launched Russia toward a free-market economy, life
has gotten better for some people, worse for most. After decades of
Kremlin-imposed controls were lifted on Jan. 2, 1992, prices have shot up
as much as 20 times. Salaries and pensions have failed to keep pace.
Although stores have more goods, many people cannot afford that.

MOTORIST TRY TO BEAT SNOW STORM
Nyack, California — Hundreds of motorists stranded in the snowbound Sierra Nevada made a break for it overnight, hoping to beat another storm on
the way. The region's worst storm in years has dumped at least 8 feet of
snow in higher elevations since Monday and piled drifts up to 12 feet high,
stranding thousands of travelers trying to cross between Nevada and Northern California. "We decided to get out now while we could," said Christel
Resetar, who had been stuck near Lake Tahoe and decided to head west on
Wednesday. Gamblers caught by the storm in Nevada have had to sleep on
casino floors, and truckers parked their rigs and fretted over lost wages with
each passing hour. At Mammoth Lakes, near Yosemite National Park, an
avalanche killed a 20-year-old man, but rescuers saved an 11 -year boy who
had been buried by snow.

FAMOUS STOREWIDE
AFTER-CHRISTMAS

S41•10E
GOING ON NOW!

PANDA BEAR DIES AT ZOO
Washington — Ling-Ling died as quietly as the five ill-fated cubs she bore,
closing out a two-decade reign as America's only resident female giant panda. The 23-year-old star attraction of the National Zoo, found dead of
unknown causes Wednesday, captured world headlines with her fragile love
life and hapless romance with Hsing-Hsing, her sometimes inept mate. Millions of visitors came to gape at the nation's first and only giant panda couple. On a typical day, the languid, teddy bear-like creatures could be
counted on to be sprawled out, fast asleep. No matter. Zoo officials said
they were bona fide celebrities who delivered a subtle yet strong message
for wildlife conservation.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
1989 Chevrolet
Camaro
134084

White, Automatic, ANVFM Cassette, Power Locks

Hwy. 641 South, Murray
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Looking Back

Contract Bridtlx
Tea years ago
Kentucky-Barkley Bass N'
Gals in cooperation with Tennessee Valley Authonty are sponsorlikely to have considerable heart ing
a Chnstmas tree Drop Site at
strength, which in turn means that
of Black's Decorating Cen•
rear
North's high cards are apt to lie in
ter.
Persons
may leave their disthe other three suits — exactly where
carded
Christmas
trees there
South would like them to be. South's
pimp to gams in diamonds is Mood through Jan. 3.
A framed print has been prein large part on these factors.
West led the queen of hearts, sented to Murray-Calloway
ruffed by South.Declarer then cashed County Hospital by Explorer Post
the K-Q of trumps and led dummy's 803.
queen of clubs, losing the finesse to
Annette Meyer discussed her
West's king. South later lost two travels in Japan at a meeting of
spade tricks and went down one
Murray Kiwanis Club. She is a
However, South should have student at Murray State
made the contract. West's queen of University.
hearts lead had marked him with
Mr. and Mrs. Ray A. Holt Sr.
probably the Q-J-10 of the suit. It
were married for 48 years on
followed — since West had bid a suit
Dec. 26.
headed by the Q-J-10 — that most of
Rainey Apperson in her colhis strength for the heart overcall
was likely to lie in spades and clubs. umn, "Rainey's Day," features a
Accordingly. South should have story, "The Journey" (A Judean
initiated the club suit by leading the Fantasy) by her mother-in-law,
club deuce towards dummy on the
basis that West probably had the
king ofclubs Had he done that,South
would have come home safe and
DEAR READERS: What a
sound. If West took his king of clubs, year this has been! George and
declarer woad later discard two Barbara are out, and Bill and
spades from dummy on the A -J of Hillary are in; First Dog Millie
clubs, making the contract with the will be replaced by First Cat
loss of one club and one spade
Socks.
Folksy billionaire Ross Perot
If West did not take the king of
clubs,theoutcome would be the same. made a run at the presidency.
South's only losers in that case would (Actually, he made two runs.
but who's counting?)
be two spade tricks
1992 was a royal pain in the
your defensive play
throne for Queen Elizabeth.
Prince Charles and Princess
Diana are living apart in His
and Her castles; Prince Andrew
and "Fergie" have also parted.

The Bidding Tells the Tale

)

Earadvtiler
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
• 10862
•8 5 3
• A Q 84
•Q 5
EAST
WEST
•Q 9 3
* KJ 4
•A K 7 6 2
•QJ 1094
•5 2
•9
•8 7 4
•K 1093
S(H,TTH
4) A 7 5
•—
• K .1 111 7 6 3
•A J 62
The bidding.
North
South West
East
2•
1•
1•
Pass
5•
2•
Opening lead — queen of hearts
Whatever value you place on your
13 cards when you first ,see them,
that value seldom remains stationary as bids are made — or not made
— by the other three players
For example, South's hand is a
minimum opening bid,Insofar as high
cards are concerned But it rises
greatly in value when his partner
bids two diamonds It then grows
still more in value when both opponents bid hearts.
This is because East-West are
Tomorrow • Test

Mary Cate Apperson.
Twenty years ago
"We are pleased to see that
Gary Holtman was named as the
park director. This young man
has done a good job for the city.
stepping in when the park director resigned several months ago,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams, publisher.
New officers of Stella 4-H
Club are Everett Hart, Dawn
Sledd, Teresa McKinney, Stephanie Wyatt, Celisa Curd and Ronnie Wilson.
Ted McCuiston Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ted McCuiston Sr., and
Cindy Outland, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hardy Outland, were
crowned as Kinc and Queen at
the annual basketball homecoming game at New Concord
School.
Births reported include a boy

to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Combs,
Dec. 24.
Thirty years ago
In Calloway County High
School Invitational Basketball
Tournament, Calloway beat Sedalia and Hickman County beat
Mayfield. High team scorers were
Sammy Fbusden for Calloway,
Crittenden and Mullens for Sedalia, Myers for Hickman, and
Morris for Mayfield.
Charles H. Tuttle, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Charles L. Tuttle of
Murray, is a student at Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, Maine.
Mary Leslie Erwin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Stark Erwin of
Murray, is a student at the University of Georgia.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis McDermott, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Raspberry, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Har-

Dear Abby
Princess Anne, -12, ended her sexual harassment charges.
marriage to Capt. Mark Phillips Annette Bening snagged perento marry 37-year-old Timothy nial bachelor Warren Beatty
Laurence, who once served as after presenting him with a
her mother's equerry i Mumsy daughter; actor Richard Gere
was hugged by supermodel
says she's delighted!).
Meanwhile, a wing of Wind- Cindy Crawford; and Madonna
sor Castle caught fire (no insur- launched a much-hyped, overpriced book titled "Sex," which
ance? no kidding!).
Speaking of flames, there was banned in Ireland.
Johnny Carson retired after
was a race riot in Los Angeles;
and floods, earthquakes, torna- 30 years. Enter Jay Leno. Good
does, volcanic eruptions and luck in his slot opposite the
famine struck around the globe. popular Arsenio Hall. Candice
Sen. Bob Packwood of Ore- Bergen won an Emmy for "Murgon may he sent packing due to phy Brown" after Veep Dan

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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f)ot true!Inever insulted
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lchabod Crane vs. the Headless Horseman
in The People's Court.

Crosswords
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

1 Fold
6 Juan's father
11 Second of
two
13 Writing
implement
14 Hebrew
month
15 Entangled
17 Twice. prefix
18 At present
20 Court room
highlight
21 Mournful
22 British
streetcar
24 Vast age
25 Erase:
printing
26 Supercilious
person
28 Collection
of four
30 Sullen in
aspect
32 The one here

GARFIELD

33 Hay spreader
35 Epic poetry
37 Inter
38 Large truck
40 Break
suddenly
42 Abstract
being
43 Repulse
45 Title of
respect
46 Article
47 Have
reference to
49 Proceed
•
50 Mock
52 Marine snail
54 Narrow, flat
boards
55 "Home -DOWN
1 Sow
2 Tolis
3 Near
4 Part of TGIF
5 Campsite
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shelter
6 Pare
7 in addition
a Washington
9 Coarse.
scurrilous
10

WHAT PO YOU
MEAN JJE RE
ALL 3ir J;
I40R5 P OEUVRES

ry Garland, and a girl to Jerry
and Mae Maupin.
Forty years ago
Airman Third Class Roy E.
Hale, son of Mr. and Mrs. R.E.
Hale, Rt. 3, Murray. is stationed
at Brooklyn, N.Y.
"Thanks to J.M. Thomas who
sent us some fine smoked sausage and a nice can of peaches.
We miss Mr. Thomas' weekly
visits to the office. He has been
in bad health for the past year,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams, publisher.
The Rev. George Clark, pastor
at Hardin Baptist Church, was
speaker at Calloway County
Youth Rally held Dec. 27 at
Salem Baptist Church.
Winford Claiborne of Georgia
was the guest speaker at services
on Sunday at Williams Chapel
Church of Christ.

MEM
EMMEN
MINIMMIA MINIM=
MN MINIMMIMM NM
MOM MOM MEM
MIMI MUM WM=
WINN WWII=
WEIN MIME
diMMOIM WSW
MU= WNW MEM
11111. WENN WWI
WM WIMMOINIM ME
WWII. WOW=
WWI=
MEM

10 Omit from
pronunciation
12 Steak order
13 Daily —
("Superman")
16 Disturbance
19 Roams
21 Adds spice
23 Lynn or Ron
25 Faucet
casualties
27 An Abbott
29 Article
31 Hold in high
regard
33 "TM Time
—"
34 Transported
with delight
36 Asian capital
37 Triftets
39 Tidy
41 Lying tam
downward
43 CAncinnati
44 Italian
currency
47 Fruit seen
46 Nothing
51 Sun god
53 As far as

Quayle criticized her for shamelessly portraying an unwed
mother.
"Roseanne" is still No. 1, but
hubby Tom Arnold's new series,
"The Jackie Thomas Show,"
took a critical drubbing.(Dear
Lord, please save my favorite.
"Homefront."1
The revival of "Guys and
Dolls" is a smash on Broadway.
Tammy Faye Bakker tearfully
announced her divorce from TV
evangelist Jim Bakker, who was
caught with his duke in the
tambourine and could spend his
next 28 years behind bars.
Nelson and Winnie Mandela
separated in South Africa. Sexologists Virginia Johnson and
William Masters filed for
divorce. Ditto Barbara Walters
and Mery Adelson. Liza (with a
Z) Minnelli and Mark Ger° are
also kaput; and the judge
ordered "Good Morning America's" Joan Lunden to pay her ex
$18,000 a month in temporary
alimony.
Hotel Queen Leona Helmsley'
is doing a stretch in the "big
house" for tax fraud and for
"creative bookkeeping." (Even
Alan Dershowitz couldn't save
her.)
Country and western star
Garth Brooks became a father.
Whitney Houston married
Bobby Brown (both Grammy
winners). Pop singer Paula
Abdul wed actor Emilio
Estevez. Sen. Ted Kennedy married attorney Victoria Reggie;
his ex, Joan, published a book
on how to enjoy classical music.
Former Beatle Paul McCartney
turned 50.
Death claimed: Dame Judith
Anderson; Alex Haley, author of
"Roots"; S.I. Hayakawa, professor and former GOP senator
from California; British comedian Benny Hill; Wal-Mart's Sam
Walton, listed in Forbes as the
richest man in America; child
psychologist Dr. Lee Salk; California's senator and former
song and dance man George
Murphy; the legendary Marlene
Dietrich; TV star Chuck Connors ("The Rifleman"); German
Chancellor Willy Brandt; Paul
Henreid, who played one of the
leads in "Casablanca"; Eric
Sevareid, journalist-broadcaster, whose career spanned five
decades and five continents.
Outgoing President Bush
ordered U.S. troops and food to
Somalia as a humanitarian gesture.
Pray for peace, and good
health for President-elect Clinton and Vice President-elect
Gore.

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 29-yearold female in good health. However,
I'm losing my hair at an alarming
rate and have been doing so for the
past four months. Every time I brush
my hair, I have four to five brush
loads of hair that I dispose of in the
waste basket.
Also, after washing my hair, more
falls out into the bathroom sink. My
dermatologist requested blood tests
(which turned out normal), and a local
nutritionist has found no problems.
My medications are Lo-Ovral for
birth control and a daily multi-vitamin. What's the answer?
DEAR READER: Young women
may lose hair because of a variety of
metabolic disorders, including anemia and thyroid deficiency You appear to have sought appropriate (but
unsuccessful) medical attention from
a dermatologist, who has been unable
to find the cause of your problem
Therefore, I'll take a far-out shot at
the diagnosis.
For unknown reasons, some women
lose hair from taking birth control
pills I recommend that you stop the
Lo-Ovral for six months to see it your
hair loss stops In the meantime. use a
barrier method of contraception
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report `Contraception An Update
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 25 plus a long, self ad
dressed, stamped envelope to PO
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101 3369
Be sure to mention the title
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Classified
DEAI)LINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
ANNOL:NCEMEN IS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In M•mory
Lost & Found

010
020
025
030
040
050

FARMERS MAR RE I
190
370

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
390 ..........Poultry & Supplies
400
Produce
550
Feed & Seed

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted

410

Public Sale

070 .

lairriestic & Childcare

540

For Trade

090
100

. Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

5b0

Free Column

110

Instruction

570

Wanted

160

620

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement.
Nursing Home Insurance IS molt important
than ever For free information
call:

BABYSITTER needed for
16 month old, 12 noon until
Ilpm. 435-4393.

LICENSED LIFE AND
AGENT
HEALTH
NEEDED-Quality products,
high commissions with advance before issue, load
system and benefits.(Must
qualify for advances and
Call
benefits)
1-800-252-2581

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school. Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8.00am-3 00pm We are an
EOE This protect is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA

p
'iv lit
zbt Oripaint
J

After
Christmas

Sale
121 S. to
Old Salem Rd.
Wed.-Sat. 10-6 p.m.
Sun. 2-5 p.m.

MRS Theresa. Reader and
Advisor A true born psychic, gifted from God Spe°al $500 502554-7904

FOUND black female
puppy new N 16th and
Valentine 753 0848
LOST Men's Scottish Rite/
Masonic ring with 3 diamonds Lost in Murray. December 24th Reward offered 753 2548
ARD Lost dog black
area of N 5th
e Answers to
out of state tags
or call number on tag
060
Help
Wanted
EASY Work I Excellent pay
Assemble products at
home Call toll free
1 800 467 6226 ext 8047
FULL time cashierisales
clerk Apply in person on
Wednesday. January 6
9 30arn 5 DOpm at Brights
in Murray

NOW hiring, U S Postal
Service has many openings throughout the state
For complete information
call 1-800-775-5301
SITTER needed for 4 year
old in my home,
4 00p m -12 30a m , rotating schedule Monday and
Tuesday first week, Wednesday Thursday and Friday following week, back to
Monday and Tuesday next
week House located on
Ralph Wright Road oh of
Hwy 280 Call 436-5671 no
answer, leave message

SUBSTANCE Abuse Certified Substance Abuse
Counselor/Case Manager
position open at The Laurel
Center Bachelor's degree
in Behavonal Science field
desirable Minimum 3 years
experience required, preferably with adolescents
Send resumes to Henry
Start 24 Thomas, Director, The
DRIVERS
cents-26 cents Earn to 30 Laurel Center, 2000 Holicents Home regularly, free day Lane, Fulton, Ky
medical/dental, retirement, 42041 No phone inquiries
$1.000 tarp pay, safety bo- M/F EOE
nus, conventionals Rewires proven experience TRUCK DRIVERS, 1 year
exp up to 28 cents/mile to
and 23 years of age Hor
nady Truck Line, start. Choose van Of flat
Tuition-free training for
1-800-648-9664
those wino exp Great benIn home sales Prefer wo- efits Call Poole Truck Line
man, 30-50yrs of age Ex- 1-800-553-9443 Dept T-9
perience necessary Two
weeks training $300 per TRUCK DRIVERS The reweek guaranteed for 1st 12 location services division of
weeks Call 753-2654 for North American Van Lines,
Inc. needs owner operaappointment
tors immediately Up to
2000000000000000( $5,000 contract signing box nus and $200 guaranteed
DOLL ROUSE
x
per year
CAFE
X linehaul offering
X
for top quality van operaExotic Dancers
X tors with 2 years experiX
Hirt 71 East Paris, Tenn.
X Mon.-Sat. 6 p.m.-2 1LT. X ence in household goods or
901442-4297
X electronics For those wino
X
1 0000000E exp , tuition free training is
XXXXXXX:0
available Lease or purchavailable
ase
$2500 00/Monthly Income' 1-800-348-2147, dept
Needed Honest menl V-695
women for assembly/
clerical work Apply Char
WANTED barmaids waitlin Corporation RM 105
resses dancers $500 plus
P0 Box 14615 Albu
weekly Doll House Cafe
querque NM 87191
Paris TN 642-4297,
ACCOUNTING Manager 6pm 2am
Degreed accountant
needed for supervisory
position in the Murray, KY
070
office of growing national
Domestic
health care company Job
& Childcare
requires experience in genEx
eral ledger accounting in- ABSOLUTELY Clean'
cluding payroll accounts perienced dependable
receivable AP month end cleaning service Home or
Call
dosing and cash reconcili- office References
ation Strong background in Kimberly White, 436 2569
payroll and computers a
must 23 years experience
required EOE Please
send resume with salary
requirements to Kentucky
Acountant P 0 Box
92168, Nashville, TN
37209

CNA will sit with elderly or
babysit Have references
Call 759-4829, leave
ffleSsa90

WILL sit with the sick or
elderly, day or night Call
474-2386
WILL stay nights with el
derty Call 753-4590 after
5pm

0040 OtIt.
ANNIVERSARY
Owen & Linda
Love,
Chris, Shanna & Jessica

SEWING lobs wanted in
cluding formal wear
753-1061

HALEY'S
Cars Cip,tr)m

E!;

All!
/ (I

Van
It

Office 753-631C
1 -800-nil-DUCK
Intl/n(4 (I
Dairy, 11/e4'kty

t.1

12'h
, '• Y 12'1"
r/

1;r

365

For Sale Or Leas*

420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rent

435

lake Property

330

Rooms For Rant

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

240

150
Ankles
For Selo

Business
Opportunity

Beauty Shop
For Lease
Wttti equipment furnished
Established dientel Good
location, new building Experience required Call lor
more information
753-9959 or
759-4442

tin
InstructIon
COMPUTER Technology
Plus offers Computer
courses, business, private
instruction, including CAD
programs 759-9158
lan
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm_
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray.
ELECTRIC fence box,
753-9487
FAMILY looking for big old
farmhouse with a couple of
acres and owner financing
Of lease option If you have
anything, call Larry at
759-1325
INTERESTED in buying 2
to 4 bedroom house with 10
or more acres in area Hwy
121 South to New Concord
Call 436-5437

DIEM'S BARGAIN

Antiques
2 ANTIQUE white pedesta
sinks, fixtures included,
$500/both firm 753-9487
210
Firewood

USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts.
474-2262, 901-642-6290.

FIREWOOD for sale, pickup or delivered 753-1198.

WANT to buy comics
pre-1992 502-851-4142

FIREWOOD, $1500 rick
753-9319
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum let
day. 5e per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.
Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

270

120

Mobilo
Homes For Sale
BEST Home Center. Hwy
45 E, Milan TN 3 sale
locations with over 60
homes to choose from Call
toll free for complete list of
homes, 1 800 282-3781
We are a volume dealer
and won t be undersold If
you want to save money,
call Best Super special.
1993, 16x80, 3br, 2 bath,
delivered and set- up, 2 left,
$16,990 Factory dose out,
16x60 3br, 2 bath. 1993
model, 1 left $14,990, low
payments 1993 model,
2tx, only $9999. delivered
and set-up included, $518
down, less than $150/rno.
1 left, 1992 close out,
14x70, 3br, delivered and
set-up, terrific buy.
$12.900 1993 double
wide, only $17 990 delivery and setup, small down
payment of $899 can buy
this home No cash down
needed with land We have
10 used and repo's to
choose from Call toll
free for
details,
1-800-282 3781 We have
fixed interest rates that start
at 7 50% with approved
credit, low, low payments If
you've had credit problems
in the past, and have reestablished credit. call us
toll free, we might be able to
help you buy a home,
1-800-282-3781

CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
KEN TENN Investigations, 435-4027
owner J B Wilburn. specializing in criminal, civil,
domestic and insurance inMobile
vestigations 14 years law
Homes For Rent
enforcement experience
502-436-6099. Licensed in 2BR, water and appliances
Kentucky and Tennessee furnished Coleman RE,
PRIVATE Investigator 753-9898
D B.A. Confidential
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
Southside Investgaio, Shop- electric or gas Walking dis0102,
Suite
ping Center,
tance to college 753-5209
Murray, 753-2641

Apartments
For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

1, 2, 3 OR 4br furnished
apartments, nice, near university 3br house, 1604
Main St central gas heat
a/c, near campus
$450/mo 753-6111 days,
753-0606 nights

CHARMING 2O, 2 bath
duplex with garage orth
rn
wood Dr Appl
rid gas
shed ce
1 month
heat,
1 year lease
de
753 2905

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating, inc We haul top
5011, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759 1828

LOG HOME DEALER
SHIP Top log home manu
facture( seeks dealer Protected territory, high earning potential, lull training
and leads provided Need
not interfere with present
employment Models start
$9690
at
g
1 800- 264- LOGS (5647)
BRENTWOOD LOG
HOMES, 427 River Rock
Blvd, Murfreesboro, TN
37129

'41.•••••

1BR apartment $195/mo
753-6716
1BR
heat
from
pets

cozy, $225/mo Gas
Good area 1 block
University Lease no
759-9874

1BR, low utilities appliances and water furnished references and deposit required No pets
$185/mo 753-3949
1BR nice near MSU All
utilities paid Coleman RE
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR carpeting, drapes, ref,
dishwasher, wid hook-up
central hia $350/mo Deposit required No pets
753-9240

For Rent:
Deluxe duplex apartment.
2 Br, 2 Ba., kitchen
appl. furnished,
carpeted and skylights,
central h/a and
garage.

Call

753-5870.

EFFICIENCY apt
$115/mo water and gar
bage furnished 753 7662
FURNISHED apts tor 2br
no pets Zimmerman Apts
South 16th St 753-6609

HAZEL Apartments Hazel
KY, is now renting You
must be 62 handicapped
2BR duplex with garage, or disabled New 1 and 2br
disdishwasher, garage
units 502-527-8574 for
posal, w/c1 hook-up
more information Equal
$450/mo Day 753-7688 Housing Opportunity
Night 759 4703
HOUSING near MSU for up
2BR duplex in Northwood, to 4 students Available for
$325/mo 759-4406
Spring Semester Coleman
2BR near MSU Available RE, 753-9898
now $300imo water and MUR-CAL Apartments now
appliances furnished Cole- accepting applications for
man RE, 753-9898
1, 2 and 3br apartments
2BR upstairs, carpet &
blinds stove 8 refrigerator
Poplar st near hospital
$350/mo includes utilities
Available Jan 1st
759-1987
2 OR 3br duplexes, central
ft/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE, 753-9898

Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 2br townhouse, all
appliances furnished in
duding washer and dryer,
$450/mo plus deposit 1
year lease Available im
mediately 753-4573

BURIAL INSURANCE

FIREWOOD 436-5598
2 SETS of encyclopedias SEASONED firewood, oak
$25/set. 45 gal corner hex 753-5476
tank, wood cabinet stand,
pump and all accessories, WOOD for sale, $30/rick,
$325 Health master 250 seasoned oak 474-8086.
exercise bike, $35. Preci- WOOD for sale, 753-0527
sion laser (PCS) bow or 753-9745
651/31" with bow rack and
accessories. $200 2 tae
known do uniforms (sm &
220
19 ). $35.4hp tiller by Sears,
$50. 3pc gray pin strip suit,
MUskal
(38-40), $50 Kirby, Heritage II vacuum cleaner, LEAD guitarist looking for
$125 753-0834 after 2pm
established band-Rock or
Country Rock Call Kevin at
ASHLEY wood stove with
606-266-5577
759-4144
blower
PIANO tuning John
BABY bed and changing
Gottschalk 753-9600
table, $60/all 436-2497

85.00 Colu mil Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Ran.
60% Discount 3ril Run
(All 3 Ads !duet Run Within e Day Period
Ill 75 per coition) inch extra for Tuesday Shop
ping Guide;

MERCHANDISE
Compsiters
120.
130
For Sale Or Trade
140
Want To Bey
150
Articles For Sale
155
Appliances
160
Horne Funushings
165
Antiques
170 ................... Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sowing Machines
195
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
T.V. & Radio
380
. Pets & Supplies

MIsultanoous

EPSON 8088 2 57, mono- CAPITAL AVAILABLE We
chrome monitor, keyboard, purchase insurance settleprinter, $450 obo Sansui ment annuities and other
payments
shelf top, 2 cassette player, not
CD, am/fm, radio, $225 1-800-766-0874
obo 14 sharp color TV, CHAPEL IN THE VALLEY
$120 762-4053
(Gatlinburg's Original Wedding Chapel) Thoughtful
FOR sale' Glass show- service is rendered through
cases, glass shelving
music, flowers, photo
metal hanging rods wood graphs, videos and recep
tables, wood shelving mir
eons 1-800-922-4573
rors and much more
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
753-4541
now offers U S and foreign
coins at Hobee's Coin and
160
Card Shop, 102 North 5th
Horns
Street, in Murray Our
Furnishings
coins, proof sets, paper
1 YEAR old sectional with currency and coin supplies
hide-a-bed and recliner, are available at Decades
also a matching rocker re- Ago (in Hazel) and at the
cliner and coffee table All Mercantile (in Aurora)
still in new condition
Stamps and stamp sup$1500 Call 759-9350
plies are featured along
SOFA for sale Good condi with our coins and coin
bon Reasonable otter ac supplies at the Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Cencepted Call 753 6688
ter in Murray) We appraise
estates and are active buyers of coins and stamps
BIN
Call 502-753-4161
1109 Pogue Ave.
750-9940
GATLINBURG SummitClean Used Furniture, ApBreathtaking mountain top
pliances. and Mac Items
views Fireplace, balcony,
Use Our Layaway Plan
kitchen, indoor pool, iacuzNow Renting Nintendo
Ds. Honeymoon and
weekend specials' Free
brochure, 1-800-242-4853,
988-5139
(205)
165

Display Ads

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
THE THRIFTY SHOPPER, a weekly shopping guide, is here!
PRIVATE
PARTIES:
Advertise items you
want to buy, sell, rent,
trade, or give away...FREE OF CHARGE!
Ads must be placed by
Jan. 15 for the first
issue,
Call 753-2269
Fax Service Available

Mobilo
Homes For Sale

4 CAR dean-up shop of
lice, paved lot, air
753-4509
88FT x 50ft metal building
Insulated, gas heat Can be
used for 1 or 2 shops or
storage Located at 406
Sunbury Circle See Carlos
Black, Jr at Black's Decorating Center or call
753-0839 or 436-2935

If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to

a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few maw& preferred rates at
different agesfor a S4.000.00 POLICY
MALE
age 40 - $9.45
age 50 - 12.37
60 - 17.69
age 70 - 28.93
age 80 - 52.73

age

BUSINESS offices for rent.
Part time, full time, small,
large Very reasonable
rent Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444.

FEMALE
age 40 - $8.13
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.57
age 70 - 22.13
age 80 - 42.49

Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency

FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S. Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612.

753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
MOBILE HOME REPOS
7th at Main, Murray, KY
Miscellenecus
FOR SALE Singles and
SHOP for rent, 3rd St Ext.
29th year of service"
"Our
availFinancing
doubles
DUSTY rose recliner, tan A PERFECT WEDDING in
able Clean, late model 753-6831
wall hugger recliner 1979 Smoky Mountains Conhomes Green Tree Finan
Chevy Luv pick-up, temporary and Log
cial Corp -Kentucky.
arComplete
Chapels
Call
4-speed with air
or
606-223-1010
rangements very reason753 3092
1-800-221-8204
able Photos, music, flowSat., January 2nd, 1993 at 10 a.m. at the home of the late Mrs.
FRED'S Home Crafter ers, videos limo, cabins,
Pledge. When you
Lorena Ruth Troutman. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 121
Woodwork on sale Dis- formal wear, receptions OUR
compare quahty. insulation,
South to New Concord. Turn left at Post office go approx..3
1-800-2625683
played at University Tire
options and set-up. you will
mile to auction. Watch for auction signs.
1406 Main St Ph
find that we will have tie
753-4994, 759-4675 Items HEARTLAND WEDDING
Beautiful grandfather clock - small old secretary - nice needle point bottom
very best value for your
made to order
chairs - 8 or 10 oriental style lamps - knee hole desk - high back desk chair CHAPEL Memorable, old housing dollar Dinkins Mosmall glass top table & chairs - fancy fireplace set - small china cabinet fashioned wedding in bile Homes Inc Hwy 79
beautiful old dining room set, large table with 2 leafs, 6 mates & 2 captain
LET us make your clothes, Smoky Mountains on Little East, Paris ,Tn
chairs - small buffet - china chest - small breakfast set with chairs - drop leaf
alter and repair Uniforms River Romantic Carriage 1-800-642-4891 One of
table - 2 small ref. - Lowery electric organ - stereo - electric sewing machine and sportswear, rentals, Ride No test/no waiting
the Southeast's oldest and
Grandson clock , many other new clocks - nice unusual couch • coffee & end
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's 1-800-448-VOWS (8697)
largest Home Centers
tables- nice lamps;- tables -(2) nice pole lamps - color t. v. - recliners -other odd
See arid Sew, Country
chairs - love seat loungers - wing back chairs - 3 piece bedroom suite • French
Square 1608 N 121, MurProvencial pieces -odd chest- stack automatic washer & dryer - like new small
ray 753-6981
kitchen appliances - pots & pans - nice flatware - several 4 place flatware sets carving set - some silverplate flatware - some silver plate platters - nice large
china cabinet - Royal Dalton china - lot of Seures china, this china dates back
PICK-UP bed-liner for late
To Fit Most Major Brands
to the turn of the century - some rose color china. There is many small fancy
model short-bed Chevy,
items some still in boxes - hundreds of new Avon bottles still in box -new free
$100 Kitchen table and
1000's of New and Used Parts
standing mirrors - indoor waterfall -metal bookshelves. costume jewelry -file
chars, butcher block top,
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky
cabinet - B.S.I. cassette player • new sheets, towels, table cloths, blankets $100 753-6427
1,401potnt
relax table -lot of religious books,cassette of the Bible, new Bibles - lot of new
Ffig'dilre
cassettes & cases - new Christmas decorations - plates & plate holders - nice
TROY Built tiller, horse
cups & saucers - super nice 1976 Chevrolet Impala 4 door, power steering,
model, new. still in the crate
GE
°6
• 9
power brakes & air - misc. items.
Ntrr4(‘
Cost
attachments
with
Folks • This is only a partial listing. Will be an all day auction. Auction held
$1835, will sell tor $1650
rain or shine.. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more
firm May be seen at Buck's
information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.
Body Shop, 9th and
Sycamore
240

Estate Auction

APPLIANCE PARTS

BREAKTIME Billiards, Dixieland Shopping Center
Owner wants offer
or
502-442 2900
443-3505. ask for Lu Ann or
Harold

•

-kiln('
,
1
'I'LL
twit,
4..lizammil

270 ........Mobile Homes For Sale

Business Rentals

100
Nslp
Wasted

DISTRIBUTORS for all natural products, good money
and incentives Call
436-2000

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

IHANSPORTA1 ION
.......Motorcycle,
470 .......
Auto Services
480
485
Auto Parts
Used Cars
490
Vane
495
500
Used Trucks
Campers
510
Boats & Motors
520

Mobile Homes For Rent

-I VLF: ,ki.Es

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300

060

COVENANT TRANSPORT
NOW HIRING OTR DRIVERS. THE BEST TEAM
PAY IN THE INDUSTRY
27 cents-29 cents per mile
plus mileage and longevity
bonus, motel/layover pay,
loading/unloading pay,
paid insurance REQUIREMENTS age 23 with 1 year
verifiable OTR. class A
CDL with HAZ/mat STUDENTS WELCOME
1-800-441-4394

280

'• 1 11.

13

Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion oftheir ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
BEAL ENTA I F.

ADJUSTMENTS

ALI.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

sF Its. It l-.4
Insurance
120
Exterminating
230
Business Services
250
290 .............heating And Cooling
530
Services Offered

Holp
Wanted

Notice

PIACI.: AN AD

753-1916

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS

060..

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros. Open all yew at
5pm. Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1-800-649-3804.

It)

PAGE

WOLFF TANNING BEDS,
new commercial home untie from $199 Lamps, lotions. acoessones Monthly
payments low as $18 Call
today. FREE NEW color
catalog. 1-800-228-8292

Dan Miller • Darrell Beane • Terry Pi-N.11A
Auctioneer,

weeopousemaytag

WARD ELKINS
Murray 753-1713

Court

Square

I

1.1.T1(11
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CIASSIFIEDS
S30

130
Real
Estate

Used
Cars

LEAN energy efficient 2br
Juplex off 94E. S275r mo
No pets 753-8848 before

RE MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Bob Haley Jean Bird Bel
-SOLD,
Air Center 502753
1 800-369-5780

1960 tAAZDA 323, auto

NEWLY built du
a

Carpeted

ral

h/a

149
SPANKING new 2br 1
iatti duplex with carport
Appiiances furnished Can
uai air and gas heat
1425mo 1 month depose.
1 year lease no pets
'53 2905
7AKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
rooms Apply Halide* Apes
Ky or call
Hardin
502 437-4113 EHO
WANTED 2 roommates to
share 3br furnished apart
rnent wmaie Water and
garbage included
S120dmo Call Bob at Trop
ics Tanning Salon
753-8477 for intormaton
Available Dec 1 1992
310

Services
Offered

5•Moss
Offered

Apartments
For Real

NEW duplex aN gas can
7a1 ar appliances plus de
wasner utility room roe+
*0 hook up quiet area
ease and deposit no pets
759 1087

I 10r()St •()1)(

A-1 TREE removal 81 wee THE Gutter Co SeaTuess
aluminum gutters variety
Vimming Light haukng
in
odd lobs Free alternates of colors Licensed
sured Estimate available
436-2102, ask for Luke
759-4690
CARPET and vinyl installs
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
1990 FORD Tempo one ton and repairs Glen Bob
Center. cleaning

arc. arivirn cassette, 49xxx
mass, excellent condition
one owner. $5900
759-4017 after 6pm

bar 756-1247

Lela
Property
TENNESSEE LAKEFRONT' 2 8 acres $19.900
Woods. views private marina Super boating fishing'
5 acres, lake access
$8.930 Financing Cali
now 800-4884883 Norris
File
Shores
10-07019-48-166C

WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City water. nalural gas. cableinwon. 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Limits 6% simple interest b
nancing available
753-5841 or 753-1566

Nome
For Sal,
3BR 2 bath. Irving room
dining room and den Many
recent updates lAcve wi
condition Pncecl in the
$W& MLS114430 Contact
Kopp•rud Realty
753-1222

owls's' 4-door auto ae.
am/tm cassette, power CARPORTS for car and
door locks 47xxx
trucks Special sizes for
$5560 753-4333
motor homes boats. RV's
etc Excellent protecand
Ca
FOR SW* 1990 Chevy
high quality excellent
tion
vales. 44xxx maes arnlm
value Roy Hal 759-4664
stereo • c 15692
75.3 9240
CHIM Chlm Chimney
has 10% senior
MUST sell 199' .Nunda Sweeps
We sell
discounts
citizen
Scoup automatic ac am
screens
and
caps
chimney
Om amasses ps.pb rear de
435-4191
Inset, only 19 000 'Thies
will
sexa
COLSON'S Horne Repair
Rote& S7500
lice S6000 753 4260
Remodeling. carpentry.
painting and plumbing
.19‘,
436-2575 after 5pm
Yam
1982 CHEVY Van auto
pus 350 motor captain
chairs, body and motor
good new tree, high mi
Sage 52550 753-4333

1988 S 10 pick up 47xxx
miles WC 5-speed 4 cy1
474-8109
1989 MAZDA truck 62iss
miles good condition
489-2435

COUNTERTOPS. Custom
Homes trailers. offices
Wulfts Recovery, Murray
436-5560
CUNNINGHAM'S Healing
and Cooling &Made Compete installation and serCali Gary at
v ice
759 4754
DIAL Builders no rob loobig or small 753-7662

Service
servicing 115 most repairs
$35 New location Route 1
Alm* Open 9-12. 1 5
Mon -Fri. 753-0530

WALT S Mobile Home Repaw Soundproofing rubber coating for roofs park
wig lot sealing Rat roofs
repaired 502 436 2776
WINDOW TINTING TOM
GEERDES 502 443-2944

641 Auction House
611 N

Mari%

TN

Friday Jan. 1, 6:00PM
' an. men I pression Glassware, ris :•ar
and other old glassware, Cast Iron kettle and
skillets, advertising items, Pinky and Blue Boy
pictures, wall plaques, old 78 records, Nintendo
Nintendo games, boxers punching bag w/
Coleman lanterns,(2) Coo Coo Clocks &
drapes, butcher block,(2) White Provincial, twin
beds. 1930's bedroom suite w/wardrobe. (2) pc.
poster bedroom suite widreaser(1) metal, and(1)
antique full bed, small desk, oak dining table w/6
chairs,(3i trunks.60,000 BTU Gas Space Heaters
w/blower, elec. typewriter,(1)25 It. chest freezer.
Brunswick elec.guitar and amp,and other items to
numerous to list, for selling information call 901642-4070, or 642-8869

=

Medlock's Auctions
Bob Medlock - Auctioneer
Firm STN. 2009

DRYWALL finishing, repairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
CUSTOSE KJTCHF_N CABINETS
1990 GMC 4x4. Sierra, for free estimate tor your
CuSTOSI WOODWORKING
needs
All Types Of
2BR central gas neat and GATESBOROUGH home loaded with options
air new appliances. wid featuring 10 ceilings. hard- 753-9088
Woodworking
FORREST Construction
Custom
hook-up iarge lot in town
wood Sobs and a iovely CHEVROLET Oldsmobile Remodeling additions re
S390rmo plus 1 month de- greatroom with fireplace
Trucks included All new pair panting countertops
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
references
posit
Add the liveability of a for
1993s sold at $49 over general carpentry and due
•:.,'Op by & see our snoviroorr
8
7
-53-07
years
14
9688
753
prints
ma dining room 4 bed
for
Call
invoice
factory
C.r), S-NBuRV MoRRAv Ittfid Bunny woad;
huge
2
baths
3
rooms
experience
quote
7535040
price
2BR house unturnished
aketront ergs deck. want in closets and you 1 800 836 1164 Recorded GENERAL Repair plumb
have value with elegance
message Ande Chevrolet ing rooting tree work
excellent view boat ramp
Just reduced to $137.500
Oldsmobile Lawrence
deposit 753 4428
436 2642
MLS $4230 Kopperud Re
burg Indiana
3BR 1ba bob. Hwy 280 ally 753-1222
GERALD WALTERS
FORD Mercury Lincoln
near East Elementary
vinyl siding paint
Siervice on all brands *gni:lour air COndlaOnerS
NEW brick duplex at 1006 Pucks included Al new Roofing
Smoot Stove and refriger
ing Free estimates 18
dryers
washers
freezers
Each
rerngerators
Drive
Southwood
hookbelow
we
$100
at
furnished
sold
ator
135
ranges
years experience Local re
electric
&
gas
iisnwa‘ners
i
garage
n.ciowaves
large
a
has
Side
and
factory invoice Call for ferences 436-2701
up heat pump carpet
2
2br
opener
with
electric
tlirOt•
price
blinds $425mo 1 month
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
baths breakfast room with 1-800-995 9575 Recorded GRAVEL truck and back
deposit and references re
Tappan-Ketvinator-Emerson- Brown
bay window separate util- message Tennessee Mo- hoe service 753-1221 or
puffed No pets 753-7852
ity economical gas heat
753-1537
tor Co Johnson City TN
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
38R 2* bath 2 cat car- and appliances including
GUTTERING By Sears
port 2 utility rooms roar microwave arid refrigera
S21
753-5341 or 753-1270
Sears residential and comDade central heatair
tor 759-4586
kale
gutters
continuous
mercial
705 Wier 5029245158
& Webs
NEW executive brick house
installed for your specifica
4BR 2 * baths home nearing completion in
tens Call Sears 753 2310
hull
14
65hp
Mercury,
TRi
available Jar 1 in Murray
Southwest Villa 3br great runs good
for free estimate
$1900
618 533 2116
room with cathedra ceiling 753-9038
0-4ADAWAY Construction
and curved window breakACROSS from kitSU 2br
Home remodeling, pantmain
bay
with
room
fast
kitchen utility room al ap
wallpaper carpentry.
ing
r
elegantaiaste
an
bath plus
phances .ncluded
tioor covering No lot) too
bath with whirlpool sepa
No pets
$400, mo
small 436 2052
rate glass shower and
-53 8191
A 1 TOWNicountry yard HOME Improvement Spe
walk in closet plus app
DEAL 2br starter home on 800ft of attic storage Pr
mowing landscaping tree cialist Vinyl siding win--A, 280 S275 ma
iced in the $120s
Priming tree removal light dows carports and patio
8848 before 8prn
759-4566
hauling Free estimates enclosures 753-0280
Tim Lamb 436 2528
NEWLY redecorated Nome
K B ASSOCIATES GenAl TREE Service Stump era construction remodelinside and out 3ar
For Ries
baths approximately 2000 removal and spraying Free rig garages decks patios
Or Lame
so ft lust minutes from estimates 753 0906 after interior trim 753-0834
1:REEK iliEW Sell storage Murray 1 we tot 2 car 5pm 759 9816 753 0495
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
OPEN 10 net PuBt
*arehouses on Center garage many extras
KITCHEN CABINET RE753-0466 PO Box 1033 Murray
r:ve behind Shoney s $85000 489-2454
COVERY existing doors &
* Four Star a
$20-$40,mo 759-4081
frames with woodgrain fornew
aro
on
PRICE reduced
Mobile Home
mica all colors Free est
NORTHWOOD storage homes offered by builder
On call
mates Wulff s Recovery
&
Service
Pals
presently has units avail
753-3903 'or furtre.
436-5560
Murray
abie 753 2905 for more iniormation
24 hours /7 days
Porcnes and decks
nformation
available with metal
LEE'S CARPET CLEANHawkins Research
and
TOTALLY redecorated
roof
..rastamoirc..x
ING. For all your carpet and
renovated 3 bedroom
753-5827
upholstery call
White rubberized roof
II 111111111111111!
Nome on 1 we et Located
For Sate
estimates
Free
coating or silver roof
between Murray arid Ken
Or Lease
Emergency water removal
coating
tucky Lake Attractive
Everlock vinyl under
3BR 2 bath contlOrniniurrt
LICENSED for electric and
home and aftractrie price
pinning
753-3293 alter 6prn
gas 753-7203
Just reduced to $62 500
K Rok underpinning
SALES
Contact Kopperud Realty
PLUMBING repairman with
370
753-1222 MLS •4570
Windows
Doors,
service Call
day
same
Livestock
SERVICE
foistO Soong Floor Re
436-5255
& Siauniao
par
UPGRADES
PLUMBING - Free esti6 YEAR old Quarter norse
Gas and Electric Fur
rate
Affordable
spirted
mates
saddle
mare with
-aces
Same day service Ali work
but handles well 489 2435
Phone 502-492-8488
USED tires 195 70 14
guaranteed 492-8816
Hwy. 641
Goodyear Eagle GT back
HUDSON Company Sad
REFINISHING. stripping.
supand
be
mounted
Horse
&
wall
Bodies
*
N.
dlea.
Ham! *
custom woodworking
plies 753 4545 759 1823 lanced $125 • tar per set
Kay Ault) Parts Hwy 121 ALPHA Builders Carpen- 753-8056
753-6763
South 753-5500
try remodeling porches ROCKY COLSON Home
rooting
concrete drive
Repair Roofing. siding,
ways painting mainte
painting, plumbing. con:
nonce etc Free estimates carte Free estimates Cal
489 2303
474 2307
BEAUTIFUL AKC regis
kb
new
CADILLAC
1979
Poodles
AL S hauling yard woo, ROGER Hudson rock haultared by
charm ores good body
tree removal mowing Free ing gravel sand. dirt. drive'00rea 901 352 2416
deer inside 753-9887
estimates 759 1563
way rock 753-4545.
GCJ)EN Retriever pup753-6763
1984 OLDS Delta 88
ANY remodeling building
pies 'or sale Ready Jan
25 Cali 759 1180 or Black 2dr loaded one painting roofing Refer
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS
owner excellent condition
753-2552 ask for Tony
encea 769 1110
installation, repair, replace
111xxx miles Cal Judy at
mint Backhoe service
HAVE an obedient safe Pant Plus 759-4979
APPLIANCE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN 759 1515
Kenmore Westinghouse
dog for show or home
1984 RENAULT Encore
Whirlpool 30. years ex
Cases or private lessons
SEWING machine repot
BOBBY Kenneth Barnhill
Serving Murray for over 2-door. 5-speed pirs good p•ri•nce
second car. $950
12yrs 436-2858
HOPPER 436-5848
753-2674
Some advertising messages are fleet
489-2609
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
they're seen or heard for
rig
finishing.
K
SHEETROC
A10
1985 PLYMOUTH Tur
Factory trained by 3 masor textured ceilings Larry
and then they are
few seconds
Public
env 2dr 4sp In good manufacturers Most parts Chnsmen 492-8742
gone
Sele
condition $1550 obo Call in stock on my truck All
SOUTHERLAND AND
489-2609
work and parts warranted
FARM machinery oonsign
It's not that way when you advertise
for Andy at The Ap- LONG Construction Home
Ask
in classified Your message, in print
ment auction -January 8
1986 L•BARON GTS
remodeling
repairs and
any time
Works. 753 2455
I 65 exit 6
can be read and r• read
10 00a m
Turbo 89xxx highway pliance
roofing room additions
of the day or night
Franklin, KY Ron Kirby mass Good lady $ or family BACKHOE SERVICE
foundation work Free estiAuction & Realty
car $3000 obo 436-2333 BRENT ALLEN septic tank
0r • pi, •
mates No tote too big or
When you're 1001, r
1-000-788-3527
retaliation repair replace
too small Call S&L ConOne phone can
,to classified
1001
1986 NOVA 4 door
ment 759 1515
struction 753 3870 day or
puts your ad in print end •t keeps
5-speed with or good conriotIrnurirl
on working for you
dition 52300 1989 Ford BACKHOE Service ROY night
the clock
Taurus XL fully loaded
HILL Septic system drive
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
$5000 Cal 753-2361 after ways hauling foundations
Removal Insured with full
BOB Haley Real Estate erOwn
elc 759 4664
of equipment Free as
line
The Murray
Properly
Sales Appraisals
BILL Travis trucking for t mates Day or night
Mgt RE/MAX 753-SOLD
Ledger & Times
gravel dart fill rand white 753 5484
KOPPERUD REALTY ot- CAR Sawa, Installation rock rip rap arid beckhoe
T C Dinh Repair and Main
Classified
ters • complete range Of 7134113. Strew &ado- work 474 2779
tenant:sr Electrical CleanReal Estate services with a vwd Music, Murrryre Ai1210/12121.4am
wide selection of quality pro Car Audio Specialist BOBS Plumbing Repair ing Sewer
Olabiand Center I Nod' Service AM work guaran Street 753 6111 office
homes, all prices
753 0606 after 5pm
from IASU dorms
lasd 753-1134
753-1222
Rousse
For Rent

APPLIANCE REPAIR

Allbritten, Inc.
Steele-.
..

753-7001

r•••1•1.•••••••••,..
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Around
The
Clock
Fbr You!

FRIDA1.JANUARY 1.1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN 'THE thoughtless remarks to heart. LightNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: en up and be forgiving. Jot down
Your professional and personal rela- any creative ideas before you forget
tionships wiil become much more them.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
rewarding. Exciting job opportunities in your field open up in March. visit with a grandparent will make
Count on a financial situation to this a special day for youngsters.
show marked improvement by early Outdoor activities are also favored.
summer. Although autumn will Set aside some time alone with that
bring a legacy or windfall your way, special person.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Hosta shrewd investment plan is essential. Be careful not to risk money ing a pot-luck dinner will let you
you cannot afford to lose. Romance share the cooking chores. A telewill take a dramatic turn for the bet- phone call from loved ones at a distance gives you an optimistic feelter by Christmas.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON ing. Make your resolutions realistic!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: actor Dana Andrews,
Surrounded by your loved ones, you
econontist Elliot Janeway,comedian
look to the future with high hopes.
Don Novell°. author J.D. Salinger.
Books, libraries and museums are
HAPPY NEW YEAR
ARIES (March 2I -April 19): likely sources of inspiration in 1993.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Your positive attitude rubs off on
others, carrying everyone's spirits to 21): 'The nearer you stick to home
great heights. You know how to base today, the better! Loved ones
strengthen a current romantic rela- are eager to reach you. Concentrate
on any activities that will improve
tionship or find the perfect mate.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): your property. Heed mate's wishes.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Security counts most with your
mate. Offer reassurance along with 19): Family members could be a bit
proof of your good intentions. Scru- touchy today; any advice you might
tinize any money offers to see what give them will be taken as criticism.
Be affectionate but keep your sugmay be hidden.
GEMINI 4May 2I-June 20): An gestions to yourself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
informal get-together or open house
gets the New Year off to a flying Mental pursuits are favored over
start. Make amends to someone you physical exertion today. Curb a tenmay have neglected recently. It is dency to fly off the handle at the
slightest provocation. Giving way
never too late to apologize.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): If on minor issues will help keep the
you blow your diet resolutions peace.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
today. resolve to get back on track
tomorrow. Some extra shut-eye is Any favors or concessions you
welcome after last night's events. obtain now will almost certainly
have strings attached. Avoid taking
Spend time alone making plans.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Good risks in romance. It is best to bide
news arrises via a long-distance your time until certain your affecphone call. Do not take someone's tion is returned.
TODAY'S CHILDREN have a flair for comedy that may seem contrary
to their often serious demeanor. Innately honest, they insist that all their
dealings be abovelx-iard. Although position and recognition mean a lot to
these Capricorn,. they may be shy about being thrust into the limelight.
Count on them to share the applause. Their priorities are clearly defined:
invanahly. they put family first.
, 1,,'inter i revised :m.1 updated copy of kanc Doon's hivil selling book "Yeuerday. Today and Fore.
‘cnil Sri rt plin Si postage and handling
N.trolop Can Help You Find Your Max in God's
cr
Andre.. and %Merl. P0 BOA 419150, Kama, City, Mo 64141 Mike chc.k. payable Ii
to Doion
,And
Arltife.

SATURDAY.JANUARY 2, 1993
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Keeping your New Year's resolutions will help you find rare success
in both your career and personal
relationships. Be on the lookout for
new employment opportunities in
the spring. An inspired diet and regular exercise will boost your energy
and self-esteem. August brings
exciting travel and thrilling romantic
adventures. Be sure to attend a family reunion held during the winter
holidays. A wonderful reconciliation
is possible.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: author Isaac Asimov,
baseball player Bill Madlock, singer
Roger Miller, actress Wendy
Phillips.
ARIES (March 2I-April 19): Be
more patient with someone who is
slow to admit mistakes. A friend
may be going through a difficult
period. Be supportive. There is plenty of time for romance later on!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Show enthusiasm for a new project.
You could be getting in on the
ground floor of something big! A
sizable windfall is possible. Be certain to let children know how things
stand.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Do
not take off in a new direction until
you have given it further study.
Those in pursuit of romance should
redouble their efforts. Love and
good luck go hand-in-hand!
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Your imagination is very active
today. Use it to make new profits!
Steer clear of negative thinkers. You
need to surround yourself with positive people in order to prosper.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):
Romance is on a smoother course.
Remember past mistakes when
making management decisions. 'The

later.

Y $$
$ $ SAVE MONE
Control Service on

your
Why Pay More for a Monthly Pest
home when we can offer you a quarterly service for $25.00
every three months fully guaranteed???
We also otter
•FFIF F Trirrititr+
•COInpInto
•Moisttire 'Lori( r•-,
•AUtOrnatir lortip-Votits
CALL TODAY AND SAYE!!
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Murray,
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-Serving You Since 1903"
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is ripe for reintroducing an old
idea. Travel with friends if you can.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Too
many errands or a demanding travel
agenda could wear you out: your
pocketbook might suffer, too. Why
not stay home and play catchup with
paperwork? Begin to gather material
for taxes.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
Familiar surroundings feel good
today, and so does splurging a little
tonight! Plan on spending the
evening with that special person.
Meanwhile, tackle odd jobs around
the house.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
This is not a good day to push for
changes in an alliance. Exercise
greater patience. Time spent alone
with a loved one is precious. Protect
your privacy from intrusive neighbors or relatives.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): You may be the guest of honor
when influential people gather
today. Their wealth could trickle
down to you like pennies from heaven! An urge to socialize grows
stronger.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Impulsive moves will cost you
money or a romantic opportunity.
Curb a tendency to take unnecessary
risks. Sticking to a routine for a
while could prove beneficial.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Someone close to you has been feeling disenchanted lately. Try not to
take this persons negative comments personally. Rational discourse
may be in short supply.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Idealism is a strong force this morning. You want to share your hospitality with those in need. Evening
could find one spouse making too
many demands on the other. Seek a
compromise.

time

TODAY'S CHILDREN: Drive and ambition are the hallmark of these
industrious Capricoms. Yet they invariably put family needs ahead of career
concerns. Belonging to the -in- group is very important to these status-conu:iou% youngsters. Concerned parents will point out the hazards of following
the crowd. Their romantic attachments tend to be strong and long-lasting.
Do not be surprised if they marry their high school sweetheart many years
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Lookinif, Back

Contract BridQe
Test Your Defensive Play

Twenty years ago
The Federal Aviation Administrauon of the Department of
Transportation has approved a
$4,646 grant to Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board, according
to Congressman Frank Albert
Stubblefield and Board Chairman
Dr. Hugh Oakley.

Ten years ago

Dr. Howard H. Keller. associate professor in Foreign Language Department at Murray
State University, has been named

The four diamond bid is the key
You are East, defending against
to his distribution. He would not
Six Clubs.
have bid the suit twice with less than director of Russian Language
NORTH
five of them, nor would he have Program at Indiana University,
•A .1 8
opened with two clubs rather than Bloomington.
IP 10 96 3
two diamonds unless he had more
The Prophets Quartet com•8 4 2
-clubs than diamonds. It is therefore posed of Willard Cliff, Marie
+764
reasonable to assume thatSouth has Manning, Frank Paschall, Marge
EAST
a hand with 6-5-1-1 distribution and West and Bobby Manning sung at
4, K 7 4
A Q 8 5 2 defend against the slam on that ba- New Year's Eve Singing and
sis.
•J
Chili Supper at Coldwater Baptist
The proper play at trick two is a Church.
J 932
spade!To appreciate the effect ofthis
The bidding has been:
Births reported include a girl to
play, consider what happens if you
North East
South West
and Mrs. Lindy Carr Jr., Dec.
Mr.
return a heartinstead.Declarer ruffs
2k" Pass
Pass
2+'
a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
10;
playing
by
trumps
and starts to draw
Pass
3 NT
Pass
3•
Watson Pigg, Dec. 15; a
Michael
the ace at trick three. •
Pass
5+
Pass
4•
and Mrs. Jesse Oliver
Mr.
to
boy
has
South
out,
After West shows
6+
Mr. and Mrs. Mark
to
girl
a
and
J-9-3your
with
dealing
problem
no
'Natural, strong.
18; a boy to Mr.
Dec.
takes
Snyder,
ace,
the
2. He leads a spade to
••Indicates an ace.
Dodd, Dec. 20; a
and
Don
Mrs.
trumps
draws
and
finesse,
trump
a
and
hearts,
of
West leads the four
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Wylie,
you win with the ace as South follows easily makes the rest.
However,if you shift to a spade at Dec. 21.
with the seven. What would you play
trick two, you are virtually certain to
at trick two?
•••
beat the slam. Declarer wins with
Judging from the bidding,South dummy's ace and leads a trump to
has a hand that looks something like the ace, which is surely the normal
DEAR READERS: My New
thing to do. Now he learns of the 4-0
this:
column has become an
Year's
trump division, but it is too late for
9
.
tradition since 1973.
annual
he
and
it,
about
him to do anything
1, 7
Year's resolutions
New
These
goes down one as a result of your are based on the original credo
• AK Q 103
farsighted play at trick two.
dlbAKQ1085
of Al-Anon. I have taken the liberty of using that theme with
Tomorrow: A four-to-one shot.
some variations of my own:
Just for today I will live
through this day only, and not
set far-reaching goals to try to
overcome all my problems at
once. I know I can do something
for 24 hours that would appall
me if I thought I had to keep it
up for a lifetime.

):
Cr
nhe

A special feature on Calloway
County in the year 1900, written
by Li. Hortin, special writer, is
published.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas White and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Pendergrass, Dec. 20; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Dale Dick and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. John H.
Davis. Dec. 25; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Donnie Duncan, Dec. 26.
Teri Lesa Parker and 2nd Lt.
James Joseph Bryant were married'recently at Murray Woman's
Club House.

Thirty years ago
Calloway County High School
beat Hickman County 55 to 37 to
win its own Invitational Basketball Tournament. Sedalia beat
Mayfield in the consolation
game. High team scorers were
Larry Watson for Calloway.
Myers for Hickman. Crittenden
for Sedalia, and Fields for
Mayfield.
Sp4 Herman Robertson is stationed at Fort Benning, Ga. He
and his wife, Martha, and son,
Dale, have been the guests of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Twyman
Edwards, and her brother, Jimmy
Edwards.
New officers of Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons are John H. Perkins,
Mike Stranak, Jimmy D. Herndon, G.B. Churchill, Bud l E.
Stalls, Doyce Moths, Jimmy N.
Parks, Otis Hatcher, Ralph Emer-

Just for today I will be
happy. Abraham Lincoln said,
"Moat folks are about as happy
as they make up their minds to
be." He was right. I will not
dwell on thoughts that depress
me. I will chase them out of my
mind and replace them with
happy thoughts.
Just for today I will adjust
myself to what is. I will face
reality. I will correct those
things that I can correct and
accept those things I cannot
correct.
Just for today I will improve

my mind. I will not be a mental
loafer. I will force myself to
read something that requires
effort, thought and concentration.
Just for today I will do something positive to improve my
health. If I'm a smoker, I'll make
an honest effort to quit. If I'm
overweight, I'll eat nothing I
know to be fattening. And I will
force myself to exercise — even
if it's only walking around the
block or using the stairs instead
of the elevator.
Just for today I'll do some-
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CATHY
WARDROBE PROBLEM: CAUSED BY
30INT MANIACAL PI.OT OF DESIGN
AND FASHION mODEL INDUSTRIES.

And for the rest of his l'fe, Ernie told his friends
that he had talked with God.
CASH PROBLEM: CAUSED BLI
WRINKLE, HAIR, FIGURE, WARDROBE AND EivICTIONAL PROBLEMS.

FIGURE PROBLEM CAUSED BY
MISLEAOING NUTRITIONAL LABELING
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Crosswords

5
ACROSS

FOR

BETTER or FOR WORSE

Censure
8 Besmirch
11 Click bootie
12 Mixed salad
Ingredients
14 Behold,
15 Not flippant
17 Father
18 Writing fluid
20 Household
gods
21 Openwork
fabric
22 Mine
entrance
24 Youngster
25 Eat
26 Spanish title
28 European
ermines
30 "— Hard"
31 Embrace
32 Thrown with
force
35 Excludes

18):
eel4 10

mnurse
20):
OM-
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too
ek a
hese
weer
con+ding
ling.
(ears

This one's for everyone, from teens to
seniors! to purchase Abby's booklet "The
Anger in All of Us and How to Deal With
It," send a business-sized, self-addressed
envelope, plus check or money for 93.95
194.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Anger
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill.
61054. Postage is included.1
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GARFIELD
THIS YEAR I RESOLVE TO
SLEEP NO MORE THAN
EIGHT HOURS A PA''!

SO LET'S SEE... ElOrHT HOURS A
PAY TIMES 365, WIPED bY
2'f... IS ... 121 AMP 2/5 PAYS!
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

38 Single items
39 Greek letter
41 It grows in
Brooklyn
42 Free
43 Goes by
water
45 Perform
46 Near
47 Thinner
49 Diphthong
50 Foreign —
52 Suitable for
plowing
54 Lavishes
fondness on
55 Stair post
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SNAP
BURG VAN
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DOWN
1 Light-haired
girl
2 Note of scale
3 Devoured
4 Repast
5 Printer's
errors

1111
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6 Spirited
horses
7 Lichen
8 N.Y. time
9 "— the
World Turns"
10 Feel regret
a
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141, CHUCK:.JUST CALLING
TO WISH YOU A HAPPY
NEW YEAR...

o.
Ky.

thing I've been putting oft for a
long time. I'll finally write that
letter, make that phone call,
clean that closet or straighten
out those dresser drawers.
Just for today before I speak
I will ask myself,"Is it true? Is it
kind?" and if the answer to
either of those questions is negative, I won't say it.
Just for today I will make a
conscious effort to be agreeable.
I will look as good as I can,
dress becomingly, talk softly,
act courteously and not interrupt when someone else is talking. Just for today I'll not try to
improve anybody except myself.
We know so much more
about nutrition and how exercise and sensible living can
extend life and make it more
enjoyable, so just for today let's
all take good care of our equipment and celebrate many more
happy New Years.
Just for today I will have a
program. I may not follow it
exactly, but I will have it, thereby saving myself from two
pests: hurry and indecision.
Just for today I will gather
the courage to do what is right
and take the responsibility for
my own actions.
To one and all: a happy,
healthy new year!
LOVE,ABBY
P.S. God bless our men and
women in uniform in every corner of the world where our flag
is flying. And let us not forget
those patriotic Americans who
are serving their country in the
Peace Corps, as well as those
who have served and are now in
veterans' hospitals and nursing
homes.
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son, Norman Klapp, Dr. Harry U.
Whayne and Aubrey Mary
Forty years ago
"Two big fund-raising drives
coming up soon. The Red Cross
and the Polio Drive," from column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams,
publisher.
New officers of Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons are ha Douglas, John
Williams, William Solomon,
Robert Outland, Vernon Riley,
Charles Mason Baker, Red Willoughby, Leonas Wyatt, Guthrie
Churchill, Zelna Carter and R.A.
Stinker.
The Rev. H.P. Blankenship is
pastor of South Pleasant Grove
Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Redden were
honored at a silver tea on Dec. 28
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
W.H. Brooks.

)car Abby

.747D,We are proud to use ,GDi
\icierecycled newsprint.
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DO YOU LOVE
ME, CHUCK?

4449
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I'M SORRY, OUT YOUR CALL
CANNOT 60 THROU614..PLEA5E
HANG UP, AND (70 NOT
PiAL A6AIN..

26 II

31
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for sins
11 Walt —
Disney
13 Tropical
fruits
16 New Deal
agcy
19 — spirits
21 — Fails
23 Labors
25 Uncertainty
27 Female ruff
29 Article
32 Hourly
33 — Nations
34 Sewers
35 Capelike
cloak
36 "Total —"
37 Mediterranean
vessel
40 That man
43 Wild plum
44 Withered
47 Pose for
portrait
48 Uncooked
51 Rroceed
53 Exist

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Every so often
the subject of just how to use aspirin
surfaces. I read an article that indicated the aspirin should be allowed to
disintegrate in a little sugar water
flavored with two drops of lemon
juice. Should aspirin be taken on a full
stomach, empty stomach, during a
meal, just any time, whole or
mashed?
DEAR READER: As a general rule,
medicine in liquid form is absorbed
more rapidly through the stomach
wall than are pills, which have to disintegrate to produce any effect.
(Crushed pills are absorbed more
quickly than whole pills, but more
slowly than liquid drugs.)
Practically speaking, it seldom
makes any difference if patients
choose pills, which are easier to swallow than liquid drugs that often have
an unpleasant taste. Therefore, with
respect to effectiveness, aspirin tablets are equal to alternative forms of
the medicine.
Aspirin itself, however, is somewhat unique in that it usually causes
stomach irritation. This may lead to
heartburn, indigestion, intestinal
bleeding and peptic ulcers. These side
effects can often be eliminated or reduced by buffering the aspirin (with
food or antacids)or covering it(enteric-coated) with a film that delays absorption until the drug passes into the
intestine.
Therefore, people who are bothered
by the gastric effects of aspirin should
take it with food,on kfull stomach, or
with an antacid. As you know. buffered aspirin and the enteric-coated
variety are available over-thecounter. I am not aware that the sugar water/lemon drop method increases the effectiveness of aspirin, in
fact, such a combination might actually add to aspirin's irritating effect
on the stomach
Remember that aspirin, like any
medicine, should only be taken for
specific reasons and the recommended doses should not be exceeded
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NO Payments
NO Interest

until
July 1993

NEW WATERBE
IT FITS YOUR BED
Starting at

I

THE BEST OF THE BEST FR
SImItar to picture

Traditional Sofa
and Loveseat
Your Choice Now $37
Clearance Prited at

both pieces

ALL THE LATEST HITS!
Sealy or Serta
Mattress and
Box Spring
starting at

White Wood Dinette
with Butcher block top
and 4 Chairs

$299
China
Only

Buy a Pair
at Clearance
Prices!

Sale Hours
Saturday 9-6
Monday 9-6
Tuesday 9-6

Easy Terms
.Bank Cards
-6 Months
*No Interest
'No Payments
*Up to 36 Months To Pay

Or-

